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PREFACE

IT
is, I believe, some years since any history of

the work of Women Doctors has been offered

to the public.

In sending this little volume out into the world,

I have been actuated by a desire to review frankly

and if possible justly the work of the Woman

Doctor, her position in society, her value to medical

science, and above all her value to mankind.

Her inherent qualities of intuition and endur-

ance, her strength of mind when it comes to a

conflict between the choice of present and evanes-

cent happiness and the ultimate practical good of

the race
;
her unexpected unemotionalistn in those

important crises in which definite and decided

action has to be taken; her steadfast and almost

dogged determination in face of unjust opposi-

tion—these qualities one learns to appreciate and

value, marked as they have been in all the more

distinguished and eminent women of the pro-

fession.

That she possesses a place in the medical world

which only she can fill, I think one cannot doubt.

15



16 PREFACE

Even her greatest opponents agree to her presence

being desirable and necessary, in such countries,

for instance, as India.

Her work, too, in Pathological Research, especi-

ally in relation to Gynaecology and Obstetrics is

an asset more fully realised as the years go by.

The prodromal and initial stages of malignant
disease so important to recognise

—as only then

affording any hope of cure—come under the earlier

observation of the woman surgeon and woman

gynaecologist ; for who has not known of the

procrastination of the reluctant patient, in her

desire to delay the necessary medical examination,

more formidable still at the hands of the man

physician than the woman ?

The evolution of the Woman Doctor, interesting

as it is, teaches us the value of opposition in bring-

ing out the finer qualities of the individual, as well

as in discovering the courage and generosity and

justice of those eminent men both in the profes-

sion and outside it who have played such a

prominent part in the opening up of the medical

profession to women.

Just as, one so often finds, the history of a

whole movement exemplified and foreshadowed in

the life of one person, so in this fight for the medical

education of women one finds its whole history

in the life of one woman. For this reason, I have
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gone into some detail in describing the struggle of

Elizabeth Blackwell, foreshadowing in a flash, as

it does, the birth and evolution and achievement of

a great cause.

The pioneer work during the Great War of the

first women army surgeons I have also described,

giving in more detail the work of Royaumont
than that of other hospitals, partly because, to my
mind, it demonstrated in itself so clearly the

success of women's surgery, and partly because I

was an eye-witness to the efficiency of that work

in the romantic surroundings of the beautiful

Abbey of St. Louis.

I have not attempted to review fully the work

and status of Women Doctors in other countries.

The subject is too wide to deal with in a book of

this size, but I am proud that I have had the

privilege of seeing much of that work, both in

private practice and in hospitals in India, Aus-

tralia, New Zealand, America and Canada, as well

as in several of the European countries, and I have

myself had the advantage of studying in Vienna,

Berlin, Freiburg and Paris, in addition to London.

I have been fortunate in having met, too, all

the women medical pioneers of modern times, and

this personal knowledge, although slight
—for my

first sight of Miss Elizabeth Blackwell occurred

when I was still a schoolgiil
—has helped me to
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reaKse the earnestness of purpose with which those

early Women Doctors accepted their vocations.

The Cause of the Woman Doctor, born as it was

of such fine traditions and of such courageous,

determined, cheerful effort, is bound to live and

conquer any passing jealousies or unworthy op-

position.

The future with its wonderful possibilities of

scientific discovery and original research, is open
to woman as well as man, and it remains for her

to make what she wills of it.

L. M.

Weymouth St. W.



THE WOMAN DOCTOK

CHAPTER I

WOMEN DOCTORS IN MEDIEVAL
TIMES: BEFORE AND AFTER

"The gifts of nature are alike diffused in both, all the

pursuits of men are the pursuits of women."

[Plato
—

Republic).

"
Nothing can be more absurd than the practice which

prevails in our own country of men and women not following
the same pursuits with all their strength and with one mind,
for thus the State instead of being a whole is reduced to a

half." (Plato
—

Dialogues.)

THEEE
is perhaps no more fascinating dis-

covery to those of us who are interested in

the evolution of the modern Woman Doctor than

the realisation of the positions held by hundreds

of women physicians and surgeons in medieval

times, and the discovery that, except for a few

hundred years ushered in by the Keformation

when the status of women fell to its lowest ebb,

women have always been recognised as combining
in their character and nature the very qualities

which go to the making of a successful and good

physician or surgeon.
19



20 THE WOMAN DOCTOR

Turning to literature, we find abundant evidence

of this vital fact.

( Women, we read, practised medicine from the

''; earliest times, when, amongst primitive people,

they often combined the offices of priestess and

doctor and were treated with the same veneration

^
as male priest-doctors.

Galen quotes various women's prescriptions in

his writings.

In the
"
Iliad

'^
we read of a woman skilled in

the science of medicine :
—

"
His eldest born, high Agamede, with golden hair,

A leech was she, and well she knew all herbs on ground
that grew."—Iliad xi. 739.

Euripedes describes Queen Phaedra as disturbed

in mind and out of health, and represents the nurse

as saying to her,
"

If thy complaint be anything

of the more secret kind, here are women at hand to

compose thy disease. But if thy distress is such as

may be told to men, tell it, that it may be reported

to the'fphysicians,'' showing that in those days

there was a prevailing public opinion that there

were natural and rigid limits to the medical atten-

dance of men on women, and that therefore some

women were^specially trained to do what the regu-

lar physicians must leave undone.^

1 " Medical Women," by S, Jex Blake.

i
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Amongst the Greeks we find celebrated women

physicians such as Originia, Aspasia and Agnodice.

The story of Agnodice who lived 300 B.C., will
j

always stand out as an example of the prejudice

and possible jealousy of colleagues, who themselves

had not kept up their own standard of efficient

service, and of the ultimate victory of a grateful

public when brought to the final test,

Agnodice was charming, and of noble birth, and

determined to devote her whole life, and even

sacrifice that life if necessary to a great cause.

The Athenians of that day had passed a law-

forbidding women to study or practise medicine

on pain of death, in consequence of which, history

tells us,
"
many women perished, both in child-

bearing and by private diseases, their modesty not

permitting them to admit of men either to deliver

or cure them.''

Agnodice determined to study medicine, and

she therefore
"
apparelled her like a man, and"

became the scholar of Hierophilos, the most

learned physician of the time."

After having
"
learned her art," she sought out

a woman who had long languished under private

diseases, and made proffer of her service to cure

her, which the sick person refused, thinking her to

be a man ; but when Agnodice discovered that she

was a maid, the woman committed herself into her
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hands, who cured her perfectly ;
and after her

many others, with the like skill and industry, so

that in a short time she became the successful and

beloved physician of the whole sex.

When her sex became known to the public, she

was like to be condemned to death for transgressing

the law, which, coming to the ears of the noble

women, they ran before the Areopagites, and the

house, being encompassed by most women of the

city, the ladies entered before the judges, and told

them they would no longer account them for hus-

bands and friends, but for cruel enemies, that con-

demned her to death who restored to them their

health, protesting they would all die with her if

she were put to death.

This caused the magistrates to disannul the law

and make another which gave
"
gentlewomen leave

to study and practise all parts of physick to their

own sex, giving large stipends to those that did it

well and carefully. And there were many noble

women who studied that practice and taught it

publicly in their schools, as long as Athens flourished

in learning.''^

In Rome women also practised as obstetricians,

and no fewer than four saints of the Primitive

Church were women and doctors. Two of these,

^ Letter from Mrs. Celleor (a fashionable midwife of the

reign of James II, pubhshed in 1687).
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St. Zenais and St. Philonella, lived in the first

century, being natives of Tarsus. They were kins-

women of St. Paul, and according to an old tradi-

tion, St. Zenais attended the Apostle in his many
illnesses.

Then comes the wonderful history of the Middle

Ages, a period of a thousand years from the time

of Romulus Augustulus, 476, to the fall of Con-

stantinople in 1453, during which time—so mis-

takenly called the Dark Ages
—men and women

were interested in every phase of human progress.

They created a great art and literature, and

above all a magnificent architecture. In the great

University of Salerno in Southern Italy we find all

the most modern methods of preventive medicine

being practised and taught, as well as surgery and

medicine, and many of their traditions and teaching

spread to Bologna and thence to other universities

in Italy and France.^

From actual surgical textbooks of that time we

find that toward the close of the Middle Ages

surgeons were operating on the head for tumour

and abscess, opening the skull by trephining, not

hesitating to open the thorax similarly for fluids,

and that they were doing abdominal surgery.

This, indeed, had already reached a high plane of

development, with an elaborate technique and the

^ " Medieval Medicine," by J. Walsh.
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invention of a number of special instruments to

facilitate operations.

Such serious operations could naturally not have

been undertaken without anaesthetics, and we

know now that practically every important surgical

operation for nearly two centuries in Europe, at

the end of the Middle Ages, was done with their

aid. The anaesthetics used were combinations of

opium, mandrake, wild lettuce, mulberry juice, and

Indian hemp, henbane, and hemlock. These were

recommended and used by Ugo of Lucca and his

son Theodoric in the form of
"
spongia somnifera

"

or
"
confectio soporis

"
for inhalation. The fumes

produced a state of narcosis very similar to that

which follows the inhalation of ether or chloro-.

form. Neither could these old surgeons have

operated without antiseptics, and some knowledge,
even if not fully understood, of asepsis.

Curiously enough medicine has been indebted to

the non-medical man for many of its innovations.

Oliver Wendell Holmes pointed this out many years

ago, when he said,
"
It learned from a monk how

to use antimony, from a Jesuit how to cure agues,

from a friar how to cut for stone, from a soldier

how to heal gout, from a sailor how to keep off

scurvy, from a postmaster how to sound the

Eustachian tube, from a dairymaid how to pre-

vent smallpox, and from an old market-woman how
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to catch the itch insect. It borrowed acupuncture

and the moxa from the Japanese heathen, and

was taught the use of lobelia by the American

savage/'

Theodoric, born in 1205, was the Bishop of

Cervia, a small town near Ravenna, as well as a

distinguished surgeon, and a writer of some im-

portant surgical works. His book
"
Cyrurgia

"

laid down the all-important surgical principle

that wounds not only can heal, but should heal,

without the presence of pus. He looked upon pus

as productive of harm to the tissues, delaying

healing, as well as endangering the patient's life,

by causing septic absorption.

He taught
"

for it is not necessary as Roger and

Roland
"

(two great Italian surgeons of Salerno,

who had written manuals of surgical practice

before Theodoric's time),
"
have taught, and as

many of their disciples are still teaching, and as

all modern surgeons profess, that pus should be

generated in wounds. No error can be greater

than this. Such a practice, indeed, hinders nature,

prolongs the disease, and prevents the conglutina-

tion and consolidation of the wound."

Professor Clifford Allbutt has said that this

simple statement stamped Theodoric as one of the

greatest, as he was certainly one of the most

original, surgeons of all time.
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Garrison, in his
"
History of Medicine," has

emphasised that only Mandeville, who also be-

longed to the thirteenth century, Paracelsus of the

sixteenth century, and Lister of the later nine-

teenth century upheld these principles after Theo-

doric. They were the sole bearers of the good tidings

of surgical truth for seven centuries.

In opposition to the common assumption that

the study of anatomy was neglected in the Middle

Ages, and that it was suppressed by the Church out

of presumed reverence for the bodies of the dead,

it is interesting to find Theodoric, notwithstanding

his pastoral office, emphasising the absolute indis-

pensability of such detailed anatomical knowledge
for the surgeon as could be obtained only from

dissection.

From Salerno come many of the traditions of

the conferring of degrees which are still used in a

large number of our modern medical schools.

Before receiving his or her degree the candidate

had to take an oath :
—

" Not to contradict the teaching of his college, not

to teach what was false or lying, not to receive fees

from the poor even though they were offered ; to

commend the sacrament of penance to his patients,

to make no dishonest agreement with the druggists,

to administer no abortifacient drug to the pregnant,
and to prescribe no medicament that was poisonous
to human bodies."
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Women were given opportunities for higher

education at practically all the medieval univer-

sities, and became not only students but professors

of a large number of them. No century from the

twelfth to nineteenth was without some distin-

guished women professors
—and in the late Middle

Ages particularly there was an active period of

feminine education.

Medical science was encouraged, and there is

evidence that a number of women studied and

taught medicine, wrote books on medical subjects,

were consulted with regard to medico-legal ques-

tions, and in general were looked upon as medical

colleagues in practically every sense of that word.^

The very first medical school that developed

in medieval times, that of Salerno, came into

European prominence in the eleventh century,

and was quite early in its history opened to women

students, several women professors being on its

faculty. Gradually the department for women's

diseases was handed over entirely to women, and

as a consequence we have a Salernitan School of

Women Physicians, some of whom wrote text-

books on the subject.

De Eenzi, in his
"
Storia della Senola di Salerno,''

writes of Trotula, the best known of these women

physicians, to whom is attributed a series of books

^ "
Medieval Women," by Walsh.
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on medical subjects
—

though, ^doubtless, some of

these were due rather to disciples, but became

identified with the more famous master as so

often happened with medieval books.

Her most important book bears two sub-titles :

"
Trotula's Unique Book for the Curing of Diseases

of Women, Before, During and After Labour,"

and the other,
"
Trotula's Wonderful Book of

Experiences in the Diseases of Women/' Her

details in operations, such as perineorrhaphies,

and the prevention of perineal tears in labour, are

particularly interesting.

Another woman professor of Salerno was Mer-

curiade, who wrote
" On Crises in Pestilent Fever

"

and the
"
Cure of Wounds."

Another, Rebecca Guarno, wrote
" On Fever

"
;

another, Abella,
" On Black Bile."

A number of licences are preserved in the

Archives of Naples in which women are accorded

the privilege of practising medicine, and appar-

ently these licences were without limitation as

to the scope of practice. The preamble, however,

says :

"
Since then the law permits women to exercise the

profession of physicians and since besides, due regard

being had to purity of morals, women are better

suited for the treatment of women's diseases, after

having received the oath of fidelity, we permit," etc.
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The Benedictines largely influenced the founda-

tion of Salerno, and it seems indeed to have been

monastic influence which secured this special

development.

When St. Benedict established the monks of the

West in retreats, his sister Scholastica afforded

similar opportunity for such women as felt that

they were called rather to the intellectual and

spiritual life than to the taking up of the domestic

duties of a wife and mother.

In these Benedictine convents for women as

they spread throughout Italy, and afterwards

throughout Germany, France, and England
—the

intellectual life was pursued as faithfully as the

spiritual, and these convents became the out-

patient departments and hospitals of the sur-

rounding districts.

The Benedictine Abbess, St. Hildegarde, besides

writing on many mystical subjects and carrying on

an enormous correspondence with many of the

important personages of her generation, including

St. Bernard of Clairvaux, found time to write two

important works on medicine, the
"
Liber Simplicis

Medicinse
"
and the

''
Liber Compositse Medicinae."

Reuss, the editor of the works of St. Hildegarde,

after describing her as the most important of the

saintly religious who have practised medicine in the

Middle Ages, adds :
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It is certain that St. Hildegarde knew manythings

that were unknowrb to the physicians of her time.

^ In Bologna, Alessandra Gilliani was one of the

prosectors in anatomy of Mondino, the founder

of teaching by human dissection. "She became

most valuable to Mondino, because she would

cleanse most skilfully the smallest vein, the

arteries, all ramifications of the vessels, without

lacerating or dividing them ; and to prepare

them for demonstration she would fill them with

various coloured liquids which, after having been

driven into the vessels, would harden without

destroying the vessels. Again, she would paint

these same vessels to their minute branches so

perfectly and colour them so naturally, that added

to the wonderful explanations and teachings of the

master, they brought him great fame and credit. ''^

The next improvement, strangely enough, in

anatomical teaching, the use of wax models of

dissected specimens coloured to imitate nature,

came also from a woman, Madame Manzolini, also

of Bologna.
» Walsh.
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Medieval Hospitals and their Development

Hospital organisation, as we know it, is Christian

in origin, especially institutions for the care of the

sick poor.

Even the Roman Emperor, Julian the Apostate,

declared that the old Olympian religion would

inevitably lose its hold on the people unless, some-

how, it could show such care for others in need as

the Christians did.

St. Basil's magnificent foundation at Caesaria in

Cappadocia called Basilias, took on the dimensions

of a city, with regular streets, buildings for different

classes of patients, houses for physicians and nurses

and for convalescents, and even workshops and

industrial schools for foundlings and children under

the care of the monastery. And all this in the

fourth century !

In 400 Fabiola at Rome, according to St.

Jerome, founded a hospital, and in the fifth

century the pope of the time built hospitals in con-

nection with the most important churches in Rome.

Pope Innocent III founded the Hospitals of the

Holy Ghost—and put in charge of the Hospital at

Rome, Guido of ^Montpellier, who had already

founded a famous hospital in that town. St.

Bartholomew's in London which had been a

priory with a house for the care of the poor,
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was another example of the foundations of a

hospital.

The hospitals built in the thirteenth century
were no less beautiful than the churches of that

time. They were usually of one story only, had

lofty walls with large windows, tiled floors, and

so on.

The Hospital of St. Tonerre, erected by Mar-

guerite of Bourgoyne, the sister of St. Louis, in

1293, was a beautiful specimen of the then modern

hospital.

It was isolated, each ward being separated from

the other buildings. The cubic feet per patient

was considerably greater than our modern require-

ments, ventilation being secured by great windows

and ventilators in the ceiling. The lighting was

good, and the arrangement of long galleries shielded

the patient from dazzling light and draughts from

the windows, besides affording an easy means of

supervision.

The division by roofless low partitions separated

the patients from each other and at the same time

made the nursing easier than had each patient

been in a separate room.

The vaulted ceilings were beautiful, the wood-

work richly carved, and the great windows over

the altars filled with beautiful glass, altogether

one of the best examples of the best period of
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Gothic architecture. The wards were 55 feet wide

and 270 feet long.

The Princess herself lived in a separate building

connected with the hospital by a covered passage.

The kitchen and storehouses for provisions were

also in separate buildings.^

In Medieval Times the healing art was part of ^
the curriculum in convent schools. No girl's

education was considered complete without an

elementary knowledge of medicine and of that part

of surgery which deals with the treatment of

wounds. 2

In 1292 there were as many as eight women —
doctors practising in Paris, but, as no schools were

open to them, they had to study privately with

doctors.^

Women doctors in Spain date back as far as the •

ninth century, the most celebrated of them practis-

ing in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. Olivia

Sabuco was perhaps the best known, her medical

works being printed in Madrid in 1588.

References to women surgeons appear again in

an edict of King John in 1352, and it thus appears
that women practised at that time with full legal

authority.

^
Compare Royaumont, page 69.

2 Mozans " Women in Science."
3 Schofield

" The Mind of a Woman."
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Catholicism, indeed, did much during the Middle

Ages to invest women of a limited class with very

considerable dignity and influence, especially as

abbesses and nuns of great monastic orders.

'

Marriage to these early and medieval Christians

was not the only aim of a woman's spiritual and

moral welfare, and her powers of service to

humanity were of even greater importance than

was her social well-being or earthly happiness and

satisfaction. Indeed, the Reformation meant for

the majority of women a submission to the doctrine

of the subjection of women, and the influence of

Luther and his disciples is still being shown in

the restricted field of vision of the less enlightened

of our clergy.

We find, therefore, that the eminent position

of women in medieval medicine practically dis-

appeared after the sixteenth century to be forgotten

till the nineteenth. 1

In the fifteenth century, indeed, the male phy-

sicians of Europe organised against women in the

profession^ and in England a law was promulgated
^' under Henry V forbidding women to practise

medicine under pain of imprisonment, although

even then exceptions were allowed.

In the first part of the eighteenth century

* Borland,
" The Sum of Feminine Achievement."

8 HolUster,
" The Woman Citizen."
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Catherine Bowler, wife of a surgeon, had a great

reputation for her knowledge of treatment of

hernia. In 1735 Jane Stephens discovered a

remedy for
**
stone/' This aroused much interest

in France as well as in England, and the English

Government bought the secret of her remedy in

1740 for £5,000.

The History of Midwifery

From the time of Moses onwards this part of the

profession has been mainly in the hands of women,
'

as it still is in every country in the world. In

London alone in 1919 54 per cent of the total

births were attended by midwives, and in some

districts in England 80 per cent and 90 per cent

were attended by midwives.

The first English midwife we find recorded is

Margaret Cobbe who had a yearly salary of £lO

from the Crown. In 1470 she attended the Queen
of Edward IV at the birth of his son and heir.

Later, attention seems to have been called

to the ignorance and incapacity of many mid-

wives, and curiously enough that ignorance was

attributed to the fact that, as it was highly im-

proper that matters relating to midwifery should

be printed in the vulgar tongue lest men and boys M
should read them, it was difficult to improve their

,

education.
^-^
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In 1547 Andrew Boorde wished to institute

examinations for midwives, to be conducted jointly

by
"
the Byshoppe and a doctor of physick."

In 1616 Dr. Peter Chamberlen proposed that

some order might be settled by the State for the

instruction and civil government of midwives,
and a generation later his son attempted, in

direct opposition to the wishes of the College of

Physicians, to obtain from the Crown authority to

organise the female practitioners in that depart-

ment into a company, with himself at their head

as president and examiner.

He complained bitterly that the bishops in licen-

sing midwives cared only for their oath and their

money—"
but of instruction or order among the

midwives—not a word !

''

Dr. Willughby, son of Sir Percival Willughby of

WoUaton, not only wrote on midwifery but

trained his own daughter as a skilled midwife, and

. later took her into partnership with him in London

in 1658. The strong feeling against man-midwifery

may be gathered from the account of a specially

difficult case in which Miss Willughby desired her

father's help, and he relates,
"
At my daughter's

request, unknown to the lady, I crept into the

chamber upon my hands and knees, and returned,

and it was not perceived by the lady."

The invention of the midwifery forceps by
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Peter Chaniberlen, and later the discovery of

chloroform, resulted, for the next few years, in

midwifery falling into the hands of men.

It was, however, only comparatively recently

that men have been allowed to attend on royal

patients, and, according to Dr. Jex Blake who

made a very thorough investigation of this subject.

Princess Charlotte was the first to establish the

precedent, and Queen Victoria the first Queen to

follow it.

It is interesting to note that Napoleon Bonaparte

appointed Maria delle Donne, a distinguished

graduate of the University of Bologna in 1806,

to the Chair of Midwifery in that University, and

that later Madame Lachapelle of Paris became

one of the ablest teachers and practitioners of mid-

wifery the world has yet known, partly because of

her original researches in anatomy and her inven-

tion of various surgical instruments, and partly

because of her marvellous knowledge and skill and

power of observation. Her book was used as the

textbook on midwifery both by students and mid-

wives, and she became co-director of the General

Hospital for Seine and Oise, and in 1815, during

the war, was given the direction of a large tem-

porary military hospital.

Her funeral was followed by all the chief physi-

cians of the day.



CHAPTER II

THE PIONEERS
" In all such struggles a present triumph may be snatched

by those in brief authority, but the future belongs inalienably
to the cause of justice and liberality," (Jex Blake.)

(a) The Pioneer Women of Last Century

NO history of the evolution of the modern

Woman Doctor would be complete without

some account of the work done by the three great

Pioneer Women Doctors.

(1) Dr. Elizabeth Blackwell, the first woman in

modern times to fight her way through much

opposition and prejudice till she obtained a medical

degree and was registered as a practising physician

in Great Britain ;

(2) Dr. Sophia Jex Blake, the brilliant, hot-

tempered, courageous and splendid leader of the

Edinburgh Crusade, and the founder of the School

of Medicine for Women
;

(3) Mrs. Garrett Anderson, who, by her wise,

far-seeing statesmanship, did more than any other

woman to initiate the status and dignity of the

Woman Doctor, and who was the founder of the
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New Hospital for Women, now called the Elizabeth

Garrett Anderson Hospital.

Elizabeth Blackwell was the author of a

number of works on medical and social subjects,

but not one of them is more interesting than her

thrilling account of her own experiences and the

efforts by means of which the medical profession

was opened to her and her contemporaries.

Mrs. Fawcett, in writing of her, compares her

with her friend Florence Nightingale.
"
They

were within a few months of the same age ; they
both had the sense of vocation, the strong re-

ligious feeling as the base and root of all their

work. . . . The same feeling that they had got to

do, what each eventually did do, in the way of

raising the standard of women's work ; the same

intense joy and satisfaction in her appointed task,

when once she had established the right of power
to do it.''

The pioneer spirit was always strong upon her ;

like Rudyard Kipling's explorer,

" A voice as bad as conscience rang interminable changes,
On one everlasting whisper day and night repeated."

She had no natural inclination to study anatomy
and physiology.

"
But a force stronger than her-

self, then and afterwards, seemed to lead her on
;

a purpose was before her which she must inevitably

seek to accomplish."
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Born in Bristol in 1821, the third daughter in a

family of nine brothers and sisters, she grew up in

the healthy surroundings of an ordinary English

family, till, at the age of eleven, she emigrated
with the rest of her family to New York.

The Blackwell family became acquainted early

with William Lloyd Garrison and other leaders of

the anti-slavery struggle, and threw themselves

heart and soul into the movement.

On the death of the father, the three elder

sisters established a school, and later on Elizabeth

took a teaching engagement in Kentucky.
It was on her return to her home that the idea

of studying medicine was first presented to her by
a friend. The friend—a woman—died of a painful

disease, the delicate nature of which made the

methods of treatment a constant suffering to her,

and it was she who suggested to her that she

should study medicine, and so help the women
who might have to undergo similar pain and

torture.

The idea took shape
—

although at first her

horror of illness and her dislike of even a medical

book, made her hesitate. However, she consulted

several physicians as to the possibility of a woman

becoming a doctor, receiving from all the same

answer, viz. that the idea was a good one, but

impossible to accomplish.
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"
If an idea/' she reasoned,

"
were a valuable

one, there must be some way of realising it,"" and

the idea of winning a doctor's degree gradually

assumed the aspect of a great moral struggle, and

the moral fight possessed immense attraction for

her.

Her first difficulty was to obtain the necessary

money for study which she estimated at £600.

Till the summer of 1847, therefore, she continued

her teachings, and then, with her
"
carefully

hoarded
"

earnings, she resolved to seek entrance

into a Medical School.

Applications were cautiously and persistently

made to the medical colleges of Philadelphia, and

whilst pursuing inquiries she commenced her

anatomical studies in a private school of Dr. Allen

who, by his thoughtful arrangements, enabled

her to
"
overcome the natural repulsion to these

studies generally felt at the outset."

Her difficulties at that time seemed insuperable.

She met discouragement at every step. The fear

of successful rivalry which at that time often

existed in the medical mind was expressed by the

dean of one of the smaller schools who frankly

replied to the application :

" You cannot expect

us to furnish you with a stick to break our heads

with."

So revolutionary seemed the attempt of a
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woman to leave a subordinate position and seek

to obtain a complete medical education !

A similarly mistaken notion of the rapid prac-

tical success which would attend a Woman Doctor

was shown later by one of the professors of her

medical college who was desirous of entering into

partnership with her on condition of sharing profits

of over 5000 dollars on her first year's practice.

During these fruitless efforts her kindly Quaker

adviser whose private lectures she attended, said

to her :

"
Elizabeth, it's no use trying, thee cannot

gain admission to these schools, thee must go to

Paris and don masculine attire to gain the neces-

sary knowledge."
But neither the advice to go to Paris nor the

suggestion of disguise tempted her for a moment.

It was to her mind a moral crusade on which she

had entered, a course of justice and common sense,

and it must be pursued in the light of day and

with public sanction in order to accomplish its

end.

In a letter to Mrs. Willard, to whom she writes

for advice, she says : "In view of these and numer-

ous difficulties. Dr. Warrington is discouraged,

and joins with his medical brethren in advising

me to give up the scheme. But a strong idea,

long cherished till it has taken deep root in the

soul and become an all-absorbing duty, cannot thus
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be laid aside, I must accomplish my end. I con-

sider it the noblest and most useful path that I

can tread, and if one country rejects me, I will

go to another."

She therefore obtained a complete list of all

the smaller schools of the Northern States, and sent

in applications to twelve of them. At last she

received the following letter from the medical

department of a small University town in the

western part of the State of New York : J(

"
Geneva,

October 20, 1847.

I am instructed by the faculty of the Medical

Department of the Geneva University to acknow-

ledge receipt of yours of 3rd inst.

A quorum of the faculty assembled last evening for

the first time during the session, and it was thought

important to submit your proposal to the class (of

students), who have had a meeting this day, and acted

entirely on their own behalf, without any interference

on the part of the faculty.
I send you the result of their deliberations, and

need only add that there are no fears, but that you
can by judicious management, not only

*

disarm

criticism,' but elevate yourself without detracting in

the least from the dignity of the profession.

Wishing you success in your undertaking, which

some may deem bold in the present state of society, I

subscribe myself,
Yours respectfully,

Charles A. Lee.
(Dean of the Faculty)."
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This letter enclosed the following letter :

" At a meeting of the entire medical Class of Geneva
Medical College, held this day, October 20, 1847, the

following resolutions were unanimously adopted :

1. Resolved—^That one of the radical principles of

a Republican Government is the universal

education of both sexes
;
that to every branch

of scientific education the door should be open

equally to all
;
that the application of Eliza-

beth Blackwell to become a member of our

class meets our entire approbation, and in

extending our unanimous invitation we pledge
ourselves that no conduct of ours shall cause

her to regret her attendance at this institution.

2. Resolved—^That a copy of these proceedings be

signed by the Chairman and transmitted to

Elizabeth Blackwell.

T. J. Stratton (Chairman)."

Her experiences in the weeks that followed were

bewildering, but eminently useful and encouraging.

Welcome and camaraderie from the professors

and students, but suspicion and coldness from the

doctors' wives. She slowly realised that she was

stared at in the street, as if she were a curious

animal.

She had so shocked Geneva propriety that

the theory was fully established, either that she

was a bad woman whose designs would gradually

become evident, or that, being insane, an outbreak

of insanity would soon be apparent.
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Feeling the unfriendliness of the people though

quite unaware of all this gossip, she never walked

abroad but, hastening daily to her college as to a

sure refuge, knew that when she shut the great

doors behind her she shut out all unkindly criticism,

and soon felt perfectly at home amongst her fellow-

students. Her diaries at this time are full of

interest.

^'November 15. To-day a second operation at

which I was not allowed to be present. This annoys
me. I was quite saddened and discouraged by Dr.

Webster requesting me to be absent from some of his

demonstrations. I don't believe it is his wish. I

wrote to him hoping to change things.
November 17. Dr. W. seemed much pleased with

my note, and quite cheered me by his wish to read it

to the class to-morrow ; saying if they were all

actuated by such sentiments, the medical class at

Geneva would be a very noble one. He could hardly

guess how much I needed a little praise. I have no

fear of the kind students.

November 20. In the amphitheatre yesterday a

little folded paper dropped on my arms as I was

making notes ; it looked very much as if there were

writing on it, but I shook it off, and went on quietly
with my notes. Some after-demonstration of a

similar kind produced a hiss from the opposite side of

the room. I felt also a very light touch on my head,

but I guess my quiet manner will soon stop any
nonsense.

November 22. A trying day, and I feel almost worn

out, though it was encouraging too, and in some
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measure a triumph ;

but 'tis a terrible ordeal ! That
dissection was just as much as I could bear. Some of

the students blushed, some were hysterical, not one

could keep in a smile, and some who I am sure would

not hurt my feelings for the world, if it depended on

them, held down their faces and shook ! My delicacy
was certainly shocked, and yet the exhibition was in

some sense ludicrous. I had to pinch my hand till the

blood nearly came, and call on Christ to help me from

smiling, for that would have ruined everything, but I

sat in grave indifference, though the effort made my
heart palpitate most painfully. Dr. Webster, who
had perhaps the most trying position, behaved admir-

ably.
Novemher 24. To-day, the Doctor read my note to

the class. In this note I told him that I was there as a

student with an earnest purpose, and as a student

simply I should be regarded : that the study of anatomy
was a most serious one, exciting profound reverence,

and the suggestion to absent myself from any lectures

seemed to me a grave mistake. I did not wish to do

so, but would yield to any wish of the class without

hesitation, if it was their desire. I stayed in the ante-

room whilst the note was being read. I listened joy-

fully to the very hearty approbation which it was

received with by the class, and then entered the amphi-
theatre and quietly resumed my place. The Doctor

told me he felt quite relieved. (No further difficulty

ever afterwards occurred.)

December 4. Dr. Webster sent for me to examine a

case of a poor woman at his rooms. 'Twas a horrible

exposure ;
indecent for any poor woman to be sub-

jected to such a torture ; she seemed to feel it, poor
and ignorant as she was. I felt more than ever the

necessity of my mission. But I went home out of
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spirits, I hardly know why. I felt alone. I must
work by myself all life long.

Sunday, January 16. A most beautiful day, it did

me good. The text impressed itself on me. ' Thou
wilt keep him in perfect peace whose mind is stayed
on Thee.' I felt happy and blessed. Ah ! if the

Almighty would always shine on me, how strong I

should be !

* The Lord God is a sun and a shield ;

the Lord will give grace and glory ; no good thing will

He withhold from them that walk uprightly.'
"

The behaviour of the medical students during

the two years that Elizabeth Blackwell worked

with them was admirable. Her place in the various

lecture rooms was always kept for her, and she

was never in any way molested.

The
"
Boston Medical Journal

"
of the day re-

ported :

" A very notable event of the year 1848

was the appearance at the medical lectures of a

young woman student named Blackwell. She is

a pretty little specimen of the feminine gender,

reporting her age as twenty-six. She comes into

the class with great composure, takes of! her

bonnet and puts it under the seat, etc. . . . The

effect on the class has been good, and great

decorum is observed while she is present."

The sprightly
"
Baltimore Sun

"
remarked,

"
that she should confine her practice, when

admitted, to diseases of the heart
"

!

Writing to her mother of her success in her final
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examinations, and the receiving of her degree, she

says :

" The students received me with applause, they all

seem to like me, and I believe I shall receive my degree
with their united approval, a generous and chivalric

feeling having conquered any little feelings of jealousy.
I often feel when I am with them how beautiful the

relations of man and woman might be under a truer

development of character, in nobler circumstances.

I do not know the moral character of any of our

students, for I have no genius for hunting up the

darker parts of a person's soul ; but I know that

Genoa is a very immoral i)lace, the lower classes of

women being often worthless, the higher ones fas-

tidious and exclusive, so that there is no healthy

blending of the sexes. But notwithstanding the bad
associations in which they may have been brought up,
I have never had any difficulty in giving the right tone

to our intercourse.

I am more convinced than ever that Fourier is right
in placing this matter in the hands of women, and my
hope rises when I find that the inner heart of the

human being may still remain pure, notwithstanding
some corruption of the outer coverings."

The graduation day came, the ceremony of con-

ferring the full and equal diploma of Doctor of

Medicine upon a woman excited much interest.

A younger brother who was present at the cere-

mony writes home :

"
After a short discourse by the President, the

diplomas were conferred, and ascending two steps to

the platform, he addressed them in a Latin formula,
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taking off his hat, but remaining seated, and so handed
them their diplomas, which they received with a bow
and retired. Elizabeth was left to the last and called

up alone.

The President taking off his hat, rose, and addressing
her in the same formula, substituting Domina for

Domine, presented her the diploma, whereupon our

Sis, who had walked up and stood before him with

much dignity, bowed and half turned to retire, but

suddenly turning back replied,
'

Sir, I thank you ; by
the help of the Most High, it shall be the effort of my
life to shed honour upon your diploma,' whereupon
she bowed, and the President bowed, and the audience

gave manifestations of applause, little Dr. Webster
rubbed his hands, the learned curators and faculty
nodded grave approbation at each other upon the

platform, and our Sis descending the steps, took her

seat with her fellow-physicians in front."

Feeling the necessity of wider medical experience

before settling down to regular practice, Miss

Blackwell accepted an invitation to travel with a

cousin to England.
Here she visited many of the hospitals and got

into touch with various eminent physicians of the

day. It was then she first met Lady Byron, Mrs.

Jameson, Sir James Paget, Miss Florence Nightin-

gale and Mrs. Leigh Browne, who became her life-

long friends.

She studied obstetrics at
'*
La Maternite

"
in

Paris, and unfortunately contracted ophthalmia
from one of her patients. In spite of the unceasing
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care of a young male colleague who attended her

every two hours, day and night, she lost the sight

of one of her eyes, and it was only after a long

convalescence that she was fit to resume her work.

About this time, through the instrumentality of

Sir James Paget, she was granted permission to

study in any ward in St. Bartholomew's Hospital

and attend lectures, and this experience was of

great value to her in after life.

In 1851 she started private practice in New

York, lectured on many social subjects and, in

addition, started, with the help of some friends,

a small dispensary for the poor, and this dis-

pensary formed the nucleus from which rose the

present flourishing institutions known as the New
York Infirmary and College for Women.

Finding her professional isolation and the utter

loneliness of life intolerable, she adopted a small

orphan girl from the great emigrant depot of

KandalFs Island.

After ten years she revisited England, being

urged by friends to interest herself in obtaining

openings for women in the medical profession in

this country.

It was at a lecture she gave in Marylebone Hall

that she first met Miss Eliz.\beth Garrett (after-

wards Mrs. Garrett Anderson), whose interest in

medicine as a profession for women was then first
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aroused, and who afterwards became herself one

of the leading pioneers in England.

It was during this visit to England, too, that

the important step was taken of placing the name

of Elizabeth Blackwell on the Medical Register

of the United Kingdom. This was largely due to

the action of Sir Benjamin Brodie, the president,

and an old friend of the St. Bartholomew days, and

marked another era in the Emancipation of Women.

According to the Medical Act of 1858: "All

persons possessing the degree of M.D. from any

foreign or colonial University, and already practis-

ing in this Country at the date of the passing of

the Act, should be entitled to be registered.""

This clause was, however, retrospective only,

and no one could subsequently obtain an American

or Foreign Degree and, in virtue of it, claim

registration in this country. Also only certain

medical corporations were empowered to give

registrable qualifications.

Meanwhile Miss Garrett was fired by a deter-

mination to study and practise medicine. She

tried in vain to obtain admission to one school and

college after another and finally found entrance

at the Apothecaries' Hall. She was obliged to

attend lectures of certain specified teachers, and

though in some cases she was allowed to go to

the ordinary classes, in others she was compelled
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to pay very heavy fees for separate and private

tuition by the recognised teachers. She also had

great difficulty in getting adequate hospital

teaching. At last she obtained admission to the

Middlesex Hospital, and might have gone on study-

ing there had she not unfortunately acquitted

herself too well at the viva voce examinations,

and thus aroused the opposition and anger of her

s^ colleagues. As a result they requested that she

should be required to leave the hospital.

For a time she studied at the London Hospital,

but by now had learned her lessons and wisely

did not enter the field of competition.

Sophia Jex Blake. Miss Jex Blake soon

after decided to study medicine and was refused

at the Universities of London, Oxford and Cam-

bridge, finally going to Edinburgh. There she

found a few staunch friends, e.g. Sir James Simpson,

Professor Masson, Professor Blackie, etc., but she

found many enemies.

i Every opposition possible was thrown in her way
and in the way of the little band of women medical

students—Mrs. Thorne, Miss Chaplin, Miss Pechey
and Mrs. de Lacy Evans—who joined her.^ After

* The first public meeting of the " Committee for Securing
a Medical Education to Women in Edinburgh

" was held in
^ 1871. The members of Committee were 375 in number, and

included such men as Charles Darwin, Prof. Fawcett, Mr.

Francis Salter, Prof. Huxley, Rev. James Martineau.
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months of fighting the privilege of matriculation

was granted to them. Miss Pechey won the Hope

Scholarship, being the first of her year in chemistry,

but the Professor refused to give it to her and passed

it on to the first man in the examination. Every
fresh subject these women took up had to be

fought inch by inch, and finally a students' petition

against their admission to the Infirmary was

handed round and five hundred signatures were

obtained.

Soon after occurred the Edinburgh Riot.

As the women walked down to the Surgeons' Hall

for their examination a dense mob filled up the

roadway in front of them. Not a single policeman

was visible though the crowd was sufficient to stop

all traffic for an hour. The women walked straight

up to the gates which remained open till they came

within a yard of them, when they were slammed

in their faces by a number of young men who

stood within, smoking and passing about bottles of

whisky and abusing them in the foulest possible

language.

The women students waited quietly on the steps,

when suddenly one of their fellow-students rushed

forward and wrenched open the gates in spite of

the howls and efforts of the half-tipsy opponents.

In a very few minutes they had all passed through
and entered the anatomical classroom where the
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usual examination was conducted in spite of the

howls and yells outside and the forcible intrusion

of an unfortunate sheep that was pushed in by the

rioters.

At the end of the examination a lecturer offered

to let them out by a back door, but Miss Jex Blake

said she thought there were enough gentlemen
there to prevent any harm coming to them, and

she judged rightly. In a moment twenty or thirty

students, nearly all of them Irish, came down from

the benches and formed a bodyguard, and so the

little procession passed through the howling crowd,

and except for mud, and rotten eggs, and torn

dresses, reached their homes in safety.^

For the next two or three days the same body-

guard attended them, until Miss Jex Blake herself

asked them to discontinue.

During the following weeks, as if a general signal

had been given for an attack from all the powers
of evil, the publication of a host of indecent

articles in various papers occurred.

It would take too long to give any adequate

account of the long j&ght which extended over

years, the intense opposition of the many, and the

chivalrous help of the few, especially of the Irish

professors and students.

Difficulties were, however, eventually overcome,
1 "

Medical Women," by S. Jex Blake.
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and women entered the Scottish University and

attended some classes. Before very long they

were met with another calamity,
—some of their

best friends amongst the professors died and other

professors refused to lecture to women.

Miss Jex Blake decided to appeal to the House

of Commons, and interviewed several of the

Cabinet Ministers. The Home Secretary, Mr.

Lowe, was friendly owing to a memorial sent him

from 471 members of the University of London,

and a petition signed by 16,000 women was pre-

sented to him at the House.

In 1874 a small committee, to consider the

question of starting a Medical School for Women,
was formed.

Dr. Garrett Anderson Miss Pechey
Dr. Burden Sanderson Miss Jex Blake

Mr. Critchett Mr. Norton

were the chief members, and, after some search,

they decided to take a small old-fashioned house

in Henrietta Street, Brunswick Square
—a house

build by Adams, which has now been demolished

to form the site of one of the largest and most

up-to-date Schools of Medicine in London.

Almost at once twenty-three students joined,

and at the end of the year Lord Shaftesbury,

supported by Lord Aberdare who helped in various
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ways to overcome the prevalent opposition of that

time, gave away the first prizes.

But all those first years the fight continued.

There was no official recognition by any of the

nineteen Examining Boards, and no hospital

instruction could be obtained. At the London

Hospital there were six hundred beds and only
"^ one hundred students, but they would not allow

the women even one ward of patients. All the

other big hospitals refused as well.

Miss Jex Blake and her friends endeavoured to

obtain Parliamentary legislation for registration,

but the Bill, which was called the Enabling Bill,

was lost in 1875.

Scotch people never know when they are beaten,

and immediately Mr. Cowper Temple brought in

another Bill to permit registration of the degrees

of the Universities of France, Berlin, Berne and

Zurich, whenever such degrees were held by
women. This enabled Mrs. Garrett Anderson,

M.D. Paris, and Miss Hoggan to practise immedi-

ately.

In 1876 two of the best and most popular

students, Miss Pechey and Miss Shove, started for

Dublin to see what help they could get from the

Irish.

They met in most quarters with an extremely

cordial reception, and the Irish College of Phy-
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sicians and the Queen's University of Ireland

both assented to their request and agreed to admit

women to examinations and diplomas.

The Irish College of Physicians were prepared

to recognise the London School of Medicine for

Women, and to admit women to examinations on

the same terms as men.

Several of the women, therefore, who had already

obtained degrees in foreign universities, crossed over

to Ireland, entered for and passed their examina-

tion, and so found their way on to the National

Register. (See Appendix I for list of the first

Women Doctors to be officially registered.)

Still one great difficulty remained
;

those

students who had not completed their education

in Edinburgh or abroad were without any oppor-

tunity or any prospect of qualifying hospital

instruction. It was then that Mr. James Stans-

field (the Hon. Treasurer of the School), threw his

whole energies into the task of inducing the

authorities of the Royal Free Hospital to admit

women students into the wards.

The Medical Staff had already been applied to,

but had given an absolute refusal. Mr. Stansfield

appealed to the lay members of the Weekly
Board and, in particular, to its kindly and

generous chairman, Mr. James Hopgood. He

says :
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"
Since the autumn of 1876, negotiations had been

in progress with the authorities of the Royal Free

Hospital, in Gray's Inn Road, on the part of the

school. The Royal Free Hospital has no male school.

It was upon this ground especially that the London
School of Medicine for Women based their appeal, and
not in vain. The Weekly Board of the Hospital

replied by a resolution that, as no other Metropolitan

Hospital appeared to be in a position to grant the

required facilities, it was only just and right that the

Royal Free Hospital should afford them.

The General Committee of the Hospital confirmed

the resolution of the Weekly Board. The question
was discussed with every member of the medical staff,

and the discussions ended in their unanimous assent.

The Agreement between the School and the Hospital,

involving certain not inconsiderable financial obliga-

tions on the part of the School, was worked out to its

present shape, with equal patience and candour on
the part of the Hospital authorities, and with identical

results. It was signed on the 12th of June, 1877."

It is due to the medical staff to state that,

though they had not desired in the first instance

to admit women, their reception of them and

subsequent treatment was loyal and kind in the

extreme.

And so the great fight was practically ended,

the last barrier thrown down, and, as Dr. Jex Blake

says, at last a fair field and no favour were

really won.

The next event of great importance was the
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opening to women of the University of London,

of which, the degrees, especially in medicine, stand

probably higher than those of any other University

in the kingdom.

,

Elizabeth Garrett Anderson. In 1862

Miss Garrett made the first application for ad-

mission ever made by a woman ; her request was

strongly supported by the Vice-Chancellor, who

very nearly carried the day, the motion being

rejected by the Chairman's casting vote only.

In 1874 a memorial was signed and sent up to

Convocation, to the effect
"
that it is desirable

that women should be permitted to take degrees

in the University of London." This was carried,

but nothing could be done without legislation as

under the existing charter there was no power to

grant degrees to women.

Within a few months the position was materially

changed by the passing of Mr. Russell Gurney's

Act which empowered all the Examining Boards

to examine women in medicine and to grant them

the ordinary diplomas.

In December, 1876, one of the best of theivomen

students. Miss Edith Shove, made formal applica-

tion to the University for admission to medical

examinations and degrees. This was granted by
the Senate in 1877.

It is interesting to note that all the well-known
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anti-arguments were used, such as :

"
There were

matters in which it was impossible for a medical

man with a proper sense of self-respect to teach

or examine women/' ..." Much injury would be

done to the present medical graduates, because

the value of the London degree would be lowered in

the eyes of the public/' ..." It was a fallacy that

women desired to be attended by women.'' . . .

A memorial signed by 230 medical graduates

against the proposed action of the Senate for a

time obstructed events, but in 1878 a new Charter

admitting w^omen to all degrees, was approved of

by the Convocation by an overwhelming majority,

in spite of the rather melodramatic eloquence of

one aged member who pathetically assured Con-

vocation that he
"
had but one dear daughter,

and he would rather follow her to her grave

than allow her to go through such a course of

study."

Mrs. Garrett Anderson is the pioneer doctor who,

above all others, appeals to the modern student.

She embodied essentially those factors to success

which the modern woman demands :
—skill in her

profession, good social position, wealth, happy
married life, intellectual ability, absence of senti-

mentality. But most important of all, she under-

stood her world, demanded much from it, and

obtained much.
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Mrs. Garrett Anderson set the pace for the

Women Doctors following her. One cannot see her

takmg a back seat, or accepting an inferior position,

or underselling her men colleagues. Women in

other professions have for years been offered and

have accepted lower salaries than their men con-

temporaries, and then have not ceased to com-

plain, or to urge all women's organisations to work

for them and obtain equal pay for equal work.

To Mrs. Garrett Anderson essentially we owe

gratitude that, from the very beginning, she up-

held the dignity and status of her profession and

sex, and the question of equal pay for equal work

has always been maintained, unless indeed it may
be said that on the whole the fees demanded by the

average Woman Doctor are higher than those

demanded by the average man.

Mrs. Garrett Anderson understood too the art

of dressing well. "Now put on your smartest

evening gown, my dear, I want you to come with

me to a reception, and show them that a woman
house surgeon can look pretty and be charming,"

'

she said to one Woman Doctor in her professional

infancy.
"
Never make a friend of a patient

"
is another

dictum, and one that if forgotten is often regretted,

for it is not easy to remember that the value to a

patient of one's professional help and point of view,
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is only too easily destroyed by the relationship of

ordinary intimate friendship.

It was Mrs. Garrett Anderson, too, who grasped

at once the necessity of Women's Hospitals, that is

to say, Hospitals for Women and staffed by women.

A smaller woman would have waited, assured that

eventually all hospitals would open their doors to

Women Hon. Physicians and Surgeons.

She, although knowing that the future would

hold justice and equality and liberty, was not con-

tent to wait for this Elysium, but inaugurated

immediately a small Dispensary which later grew
into the beautiful Elizabeth Garrett Anderson

Hospital of the present day, known for many
years as the

" New Hospital for Women. ""

Mrs. Garrett Anderson took her diploma in 1865,

and opened her Dispensary in 1866 with the help

of Dr. Hoggan. In the first five years more than

40,000 visits were made to it by a total of 9000

patients, and 250 cases of midwifery were attended

in connection with it.

Early in 1872 additional premises were taken,

a small hospital of ten beds was opened in con-

nection with the Dispensary, and four doctors

appointed. Subsequently the hospital was moved

to 222, Marylebone Road, where twenty-six beds

were available. Now it is in Euston Road and has

in connection with it a House of Recovery in New
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Barnet, with a total of ninety-five beds. But it was

Mrs. G. A., as she was familiarly called, who was

the author and originator and founder of that

hospital, and it was Mrs. G. A. who pre-eminently

collected the necessary funds.

It is difficult to do justice in words to her states-

manship, her originality, her courage and her

steadfast determination and perseverance, which

are bearing fruit in a great and widening belief

in the Woman Doctor of the present and the

future.



I

CHAPTER U—Continued

(h) The Pioneer Women of this Century

Army Surgeons and Physicians

T was during the Crimean War that another

great woman's movement, with Florence

Nightingale as its founder and initiator, came into

being, and nursing, a hitherto unknown art,

became a profession and vocation for women.

On the 12th of October, 1854, the famous letter

from the special correspondent (Mr. W. H. Kussell)

appeared in
'*

The Times
"
describing the true state

of things : the neglect of our wounded, the absence

of preparation for the commonest surgical opera-

tions even after the troops had been six months

in the country,
"
so that men were left to expire

in agony unheeded, because even the commonest

appliances of a workhouse ward were wanting,"

and all due to the fact that the medical staff

of the British Army had forgotten that at least old

rags were necessary for the dressing of wounds.

The letter went on to say that surgeons were

not to be had, of women nurses there were

none, and the worn-out pensioners who were

64
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brought as an ambulance corps were totally

useless.

The French, on the other hand, had extremely

good medical arrangements, and their Sisters of

Charity were excellent nurses. In the midst of

the consternation and anger roused by this letter,

people began to ask,
"
Why have we no Sisters of

Charity
—why should there not be English women

nurses for the army ?
''

Everyone knows the splendid story of the

response. Miss Florence Nightingale, whose life

and study of nursing seemed to have been one

continuous preparation for such a crisis as this,

read the dispatch, and, as Sir Edward Cook has

said,
"
The words came with something of the force

of a call from Above.
""

She was ready to answer the call. Mr. Sidney

Herbert, Secretary of War, realised that there was

in England one woman whose powers were equal

to the crisis, and within forty-eight hours the plans

were made. No time was lost. Nine days later, on

October 21st, Miss Nightingale started for the East

with a party of thirty-eight nurses, trained, as far

as nurses could be said to be trained in those days,

and on November 4th, the day of the battle of

Inkerman, they arrived at the Barrack Hospital of

Scutari.

The wounded were pouring in fast, till, as Miss
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Nightingale writes in a letter of November 14th,
" We have now four miles of beds, and not

eighteen inches apart."

A large part of the hospital building was dilapi-

dated. The necessary repairs were only carried

out when Miss Nightingale herself found the money.
All the work of reorganisation fell on her. All her

suggestions for the transport and distribution of

hospital stores were adopted.

Florence Nightingale was never out of the

hospitals. Cholera came and typhus. Her days
were long, she sat up late at night to write her

letters and very often letters for her soldiers, but

she would make her final round of the wards when

all was finished, with her little lantern in her hand.

Everybody knows how, for years afterwards,

from her quiet invalid's room, she continued her

task of setting reformers to work all over the world.

Everyone knows how she cared for the health and

welfare of the Indian Army helped by Sir John

Lawrence who co-operated with her with almost as

immense effect as formerly SidneyHerbert had done.

She became the consultant of the War Office,

the untiring originator of many reforms and

schemes—schemes such even as the sanitation of

India—comprising the drainage of Madras and

plans for irrigation.

For thirty years Miss Nightingale never ceased
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to devise practical measures, nor wearied of putting

them before Minister after Minister. And side by-

side with this she was laying the foundation of
"
modern nursing

"
at home, and she was a con-

vinced Woman Suffragist.

Just as the Crimean War produced the Woman
Army Nurse, the woman who was not afraid to

discover and use her talents, so the great feature

of the great European War has been the Woman
Army Doctor, the Woman Orderly, and the

Woman Munition Worker.

Women Army Doctors

*'
In a small room up a long flight of stairs in

2, St. Andrew Square, Edinburgh, a Woman Doctor,

already well known in the medical world, realised

in a flash what an all-important part women could

take in the war. As Dr. Elsie Inglis sat in the

offices of the Scottish Federation of Women's

Suffrage Societies she saw in imagination the

army of women, skilled and unskilled, who only

needed organising to be brought into line with the

most efficient service the nation has known." ^

How her scheme of the hospitals was born and

grew can be gleaned from the minutes of the

Federation. The growth of the idea during one

1 "
History of the Scottish V^omen's Hospitals," by Eva

Shaw McLaren.
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committee meeting is recorded for us in the

minutes of the meeting held on August 12th, the

first Federation Committee after war broke out.
"
Dr. Inglis proposed that the Federation should

give organised help to Eed Cross work.

Miss Mair proposed that St. George's School,

Melville Street, should be applied for and equipped
as a hospital.

Dr. Inglis proposed that Melville Street School

be equipped as a hospital staged entirely by
women—if not required at home, to be sent

abroad."

And so the scheme was launched. It was found

impossible to obtain the houses in Melville Street

for a hospital, and accordingly it was decided to

of!er the unit to the War Office. This offer was

declined, and it was then resolved to offer the unit

to one of the Allies.

On October 20th Dr. Inglis spoke at the Kings-

way Hall in London, the first of thousands of meet-

ings in aid of the Scottish Women's Hospitals, held

in Great Britain, India, Australia, and Canada.

From that date money began to flow in in a

steady stream, until at the end of the war the

sum of £449,000 had been reached.

In November, Dr. Inglis gave in her first report

to the Scottish Women's Hospitals Committee,

in which she informed them that two hospital
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units were ready, one for France and one for

Serbia.

On November 8th came a wire :

"
Serbian

Government gratefully accepts expedition."

On the same date the French Unit received the

recognition of the Anglo-French Committee of the

Red Cross, and was enrolled as a hospital under

their sanction.

In addition to these units the committee under-

took another definite piece of work in answer to a

telegram from Dr. Depage, the great Belgian

surgeon, working then at Calais, who required the

immediate services of a certain number of doctors

and nurses to work under him in the very serious

typhoid epidemic there.

Dr. Alice Hutchison and Sister Linton were

sent out, and on December 5th Dr. Hutchison

was put in charge of a typhoid annexe, and with

Dr. Phillips and ten fully trained nurses worked

unceasingly for three months until the epidemic
came to an end. According to official returns the

death-rate in the annexe was lower than in any
other hospital in Calais.

The Abbaye de Royaumont, France

It was through the influence of Madame la

Vicomtesse de la Panouse that M. Gouin, the owner

of the abbey and chateau, consented to the use of
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the former by the Scottish Women's Hospitals for

the work of their French Unit.

The work of that hospital as a French Military

Hospital, stands out for its efficiency and organisa-

tion; 10,861 patients were nursed and treated

from 1914-1919, with a total of 7204 operations,

and a death-roll of only 184, in spite of the severity

of the cases and the fact that there were 173 cases

of gas gangrene amongst them.

The abbey itself is about 650 years old. It is

still a very beautiful pure Gothic building, although

the old Abbaye Church and other parts were

destroyed by the mob in the time of the Revolu-

tion.

The original building was founded by Blanche

of Castille, mother of the saintly Louis IX, and

history tells us that amongst the builders, most of

them white-robed Cistercians, was to be found the

young king, carrying, like the rest, his litter filled

with stones and lime, and forming, in his rich

attire and pointed scarlet cap, a strange contrast

to the task engaging him.

This abbey was given by Blanche of Castille

to an old Cistercian order of 140 monks, and

later it became the home of the Sisters of the Holy

Family of Bordeaux who lived in it until the

expulsion of the religious orders from France only

twenty years ago.



ROYAUMONT: THE REFECTORY

ROYAUMONT: THE CLOISTERS
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It is ideally situated in beautiful country in the

valley of the Oise, some twenty-five miles from

Paris, and it would take more than a lifetime to

forget the forests and plains of Royaumont, the

wonderful pink mists at sunrise, the white cattle,

the trees, and the glimpses of shining water one

gets in the early morning. Nor can anything more

romantic be imagined than a first vision of the

chateau at the end of an avenue of trees, mirrored

in the wonderful lake, when approaching it from

Viarmes or from Creil, the nearest sorting station

twelve miles away.
It was to this beautiful empty abbey, with its

open cloisters, its huge stone chapter-house and

library, its refectory and imposing stone corridors,

that the first complete hospital unit was sent.

The personnel of the unit under Miss Ivens,

M.S. of Liverpool, included three surgeons, two

physicians, and a radiologist ;
Miss Cicely Hamilton

and Mrs. Prys-Owen forming the advance party

some short time previously.

Writing on December 24, 1914, Miss Cicely

Hamilton tells of their arrival at the abbey.
"
These first few days at Royaumont I shall

always look back on as an experience worth having.

In surroundings of medieval grandeur
—amid

vaulted corridors, Gothic refectories and cloisters—
we proceeded to camp out with what we carried.
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The abbey, in all its magnificence, was ours, but

during those first few days it did not ofier us very

much beyond magnificence and shelter.

It had not been lived in for years, and its water

supply had been cut off when the nuns left it for

Belgium. Hence, we carried water in buckets up

imposing staircases and along equally imposing

corridors. Our only available stove—a mighty
erection in the kitchen that had not been lit for a

decade—was naturally short-tempered at first,

and the supply of hot water was limited indeed.

So, in consequence, was our first washing at times

very limited indeed.

Our equipment, after the fashion of baggage in

these times of war, was in no great hurry to arrive ;

until it did arrive we did without sheets and

blankets, wrapped ourselves in rugs and overcoats

at night, and did not do much undressing. We
borrowed teacups from the village ironmonger,

and passed the one knife round at meals for every-

one to take a chop with it.

We were as short of lamps as we were of knives

—shorter ;
and we wandered about our majestic

pile with candle-ends stuck in bottles ;
little

twinkling candle-ends that struggled with the

shadows under the groined roofs. . . . We are

getting electric light in now, and already I find it

in my heart to regret these bottled candles with

\
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their Rembrandtesque effects. ... A few days ago

our equipment condescended to arrive, and now

we have knives all round, and blankets and

towels.

More important still, there are rows of beds in

the wards, and we are waiting the formal visit of

inspection of the French Military Authority.''

In the first week in January, 1915, all was ready

for patients. There were four wards holding

ninety-six beds. The wards were called after famous

women. The old library of the monks on the first

floor was
"
Blanche of Castille." The chapter-

room in the eastern wing, which opened on to

cloisters, received the name of
"
Millicent Fawcett."

The two wards running north and south became

known as
"
Jeanne d'Arc

''
and

"
Marguerite

d'Ecosse.''

On January 13th the first patient arrived.

Unlike the experience of the other units, where

time and again the opening of the hospital meant

an overwhelming inrush of patients, here the great

work of four years, increasing every month in

volume and importance, began with the quiet

admission of six patients.

Everything was present to make this first under-

taking of the Scottish women a success. A beautiful

building in a healthy secluded spot, a perfect

equipment, a fine personnel including doctors.
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surgeons, nurses, administrators, and orderlies—
all women.

Indeed the personnel was as perfect as careful

choosing out of a list of over four hundred appli-

cants anxious to be chosen, could make it, and the

administration of the place could not have been in

better hands than those of the masterly organiser

and surgeon. Miss Ivens.

Steadily the work grew, Royaumont made a

name for itself—in the trenches—at British and

French Headquarters. In April a new ward had

to be opened. The old guest-chamber of the abbey
was turned into a ward of a hundred beds, and

called the
"
Queen Mary

"
Ward.

"
Tea

"
in the big refectory during the first

year of the work, was always an interesting time.

All sorts of visitors used to arrive from all parts

of the world—the military correspondents of our

principal home newspapers, well-known French

surgeons who always found their way to the

operating theatre to watch the women surgeons at

work, French lady doctors, Japanese surgeons, and

many Generals with their staffs.

Even the peasants of the districts round found

their way to the Abbaye, delighted to find it once

more inhabited, and very soon, during the slacker

times, many came up to the out-patient depart-

ment the doctors very soon had to initiate.
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In 1916, during the first week, over three hundred

new cases were admitted. The refectory was con-

verted into a large ward called
"
The Canada."

This was made possible by the gift of £4000,

collected by Miss Burke in Canada, and £2000, a

grant from the Canadian Red Cross. At this

time, too, there was a convoy of Senegalese and a

ward full of Arabs.

These black native troops from the French

African Colonies, and a few from the West Indian

Colonies, were completely uncivilised ;
none of

them had been in a bed before, very few had slept

under a roof, and this new mode of warfare was

beyond their comprehension. The mere fact of

their being wounded by shell was utterly beyond

them, and a hospital was a terrifying place.

The ward for a day or two was very unlike a

hospital ward—bed-clothes always on the floor,

bandages and dressings also lying about . . . and

no amount of tidying ever made the place look

right, as the things were often off again before the

poor orderly could turn round. This ward staif

consisted of two sisters and three orderlies, and

there were ninety-nine steps to be climbed with

coal, food, stretchers, etc. . . .

Quite the biggest man was Coulibali, well over

six feet. During the first week in hospital he

managed by some extraordinary means to secrete
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a huge knife which he kept beside him in bed,

determined to be avenged on the surgeon who had

amputated his arm. But he proved eventually to

be the greatest help in the ward, and the other men

always turned to him for advice and leadership in

everything.

The visit of the French President in September,

1916, was a great honour for Royaumont.
In 1917 Miss Ivens was asked by the French

Military AutLorities to open another hospital

further north. Accordingly, in July, one at Villers

Cotterets was opened ;
here they lived in nine

huts, the two largest holding forty-two beds each.

Some idea of the tremendous rush of work may
be gathered from such extracts as these :

" When the German advance in March was stopped
before Amiens, our work at Villers Cotterets slackened,

but not so at Royaumont, which was now being used

as a Casualty Clearing Station. Six of our orderlies,

who had been sent for, arrived at the abbey to find the

Staff almost played out . They were met at the gate by
one of the chauffeurs, covered from head to foot in

dust, who was almost too tired to speak, but when
asked she informed them that she could not remember
when she was last in bed, and certainly would not like

to make any definite statement as to when she would

eventually get there !

"

Big convoys always arrived at night, and almost

invariably when an air raid was taking place. At
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this time they were all stretcher cases, and all very

badly wounded, requiring immediate operation.

The wards were packed, although the men were

not kept in for more than thirty-six hours, if it

were at all possible to transport them. But a large

number had to be kept, as there were so many cases

of lung and head and abdominal injuries.

Two extra theatres were arranged ; sometimes

no electric light could be used owing to the Gothas,

and then operations had to be performed by

candlelight. For four nights and days the staffs

of the theatre and the receiving wards worked with-

out ceasing except for meals. One surgeon did not

take her clothes off for fourteen days. All sense of

time seemed to be lost, and the surgeons worked

like machines. There was very little respite until

the Armistice in November.

In December, just before the close, twenty-three

meinbers of both units, Royaumont and Villers

Cotterets, were decorated with the Croix de Guerre.

It was a singularly picturesque ceremony
—

General Nourrison, General commanding the

Direction des Etapes de TOuest du Groupe d'Armee

Maistre, giving the decorations. There were present

also from Paris, General Sir David Henderson, and

many other British and French officers.

The General and his Staf[ arrived heralded by
a fanfare from the Chasseurs, with the double
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flourish of their trumpets above their heads. Then

followed the Marseillaise with all the military party

standing at the salute. Next another fanfare was

given, the
''
Citations

"
for Miss Ivens and her

comrades were read out, and the Croix de Guerre

presented ; splendid tributes to their unceasing
work of the past four years

—and the highest

honours France could render.

But the work of Royaumont was only one

example of the work of Women Doctors during the

war. Thrilling experiences, efficient work, good

organisation, were to be found in all the numerous

hospitals started and financed by the Scottish

Women^'s Hospitals Committee.

The work in Calais, Serbia, Troyes, Salonika,

Corsica, Ostrovo, Vranja, Russia and Sallanches

has been published elsewhere, and should be re-

ferred to by those doubtful as to the physique and

capabilities of Women Doctors; but behind all

one recognises the foresight, courage and intre-

pidity of action of a woman statesman. Miss S.

Mair, in a charming sketch of that great leader,

says :

"
Whilst others were considering and planning,

Dr. Elsie Inglis acted, and if occasionally her rapidity

overstepped the constituted order of things, it was

generally justified by the event and pardoned by those
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responsible for the business management of the

scheme. The measure of her earnestness was

the measure of the occasional asperity that

spurred the sides, as it were, of the slower of her

co-workers.

A certain stir of feehng might be perceptible in the

busy hive at the office of organization when a specially

energetic visit of the chief had been paid. Had the

impossible been accomplished ? If not, why ? Who
had failed in performance ? Take the task from her ;

give it to another. No excuses in war time—^no weak-

ness to be tolerated, onward ever onward. . . . Some-

thing of the spirit of the great Napoleon's maxim,
* Never employ an unlucky general a second time,'

directed the policy of the
'

Chief.' But with what a

rewarding smile or affectionate handclasp, she recog-

nised any special effort made on right lines by her

subordinate or fellow-workers !

To her it mattered not, indeed it was the more

valuable, that useful and successful schemes sprang
from other minds than her own—^the

'

rightness
' was

all that counted with her."

Her visits to, and correspondence with, the

War Office, Foreign Office and the Admiralty,

were important factors in the moulding of her

schemes.

Had it been decreed that Elsie Inglis' precious

life on earth was to be prolonged beyond the

Armistice, there can be little doubt that from the

spirit that had been so
"
finely touched

"
there

would have been further
"

fine issues,'* specially

/
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for the advantage of the smaller nations whose

splendid contribution to the war for Right and

Liberty has won them a worthy place in the polity

of nations.

The name of Dr. Elsie Inglis will be linked for

ever with that of Serbia, and handed down from

generation to generation with something of

legendary veneration.

Endell Street

As has already been said, when the British War
Office refused the services of Women Doctors, the

French War Office was applied to, with the result

that within a few weeks units were sent over the

Channel to settle down and work under the French

Red Cross.

Amongst others, Miss Garrett Anderson, M.D.,

and Dr. Flora Murray opened a hospital at Claridge's

Hotel in Paris. When Lord Esher went over on a

visit of inspection he was so much impressed by
the way in which this hospital was organised that

he pointed out the mistaken policy of allowing the

Women Doctors to leave our country, and through
his and Sir Alfred Keogh's influence they were

invited to take over a hospital of one thousand

beds on the site of the Endell Street Poor Law

Infirmary.
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This hospital eventually proved to be one of

the best and most efficiently run hospitals in

England,* and was staffed entirely by women

surgeons, physicians, dentists, orderlies and

nurses.
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CHAPTER III

THE POSITION OF WOMEN
IN MEDICINE

" The woman physician is a necessity. Women have gone

through endless suffering that might have been prevented by
a Woman Doctor." (Cimino.)

" The success which has crowned women's efforts in sur-

gery and medicine is not only a conclusive indication of her

capacity, so long denied by her self-interested opponents, but
also the most convincing indication that she is at last properly

occupied in a field of activity from which she was too long
excluded. Her contributions as writer and investigator
towards the progress of both sciences, even during the short

time during which she has been able to give proof of her

ability, have been notable, and augur well for the share she

will have in their future advancement. But more important
still is the refining influence she has always exerted on both

professions and the relief she has been able to afford to count-

less thousands of her own sex, who would otherwise have been
the voluntary victims of untold misery." (Mozans.)

ONLY
sixty-four years have passed since

Elizabeth Blackwell, the first woman in

modern times to hold a medical degree demanded

and obtained registration on the British Eegister,

entitling her to practise as a physician in this

country.

The success that women physicians and surgeons
82
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have achieved in that short space of time and the

position they have made for themselves in the

Scientific, Social and Political world of to-day,

are facts we may well be proud of, more especially

when we remember the tremendous odds that

existed and do still exist against them.

We have heard less and less lately about the

inefficiency of woman in any profession she chooses

to enter, but the desirability of her limiting her

activities to the
" Home Sphere

"
is still a very

widespread doctrine.

The logic of this is difficult to understand,

especially when we remember that never under

any circumstances is it suggested that actresses,

teachers, nurses or servants should return to their

own homes and devote their lives to a restricted

and filial domesticity there.

The demand for Women Doctors is meanwhile

increasing. Once a patient has been treated by a

good Woman Doctor we find she invariably and for

the rest of her life continues to choose a Woman
Doctor, even when such a choice means a longer

way to go
—and therefore more money to be spent.

And again, it is interesting to note that a Woman
Doctor almost invariably

"
makes good."" She

succeeds socially, in the highest sense of the word,

as she succeeds financially, due primarily to the

fact that she is fulfilling an increasing demand for
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well-qualified, keen, practical and experienced

doctors.

(a) In General Private Practice

The position she has already made for herself

can perhaps be more clearly defined and realised in

general practice than elsewhere, here success is

more tangible, more easily demonstrated.

In every large provincial city we find her

established, busy, respected, and often occupying

positions as hon. physician or surgeon on the

children's or women's hospital, if not on the

general hospital of the town.

She takes her share in the municipal life of the

town, is invited to sit on many committees, is

appointed a Governor of the nearest Reformatory

School, or asked to be president of the local

Women's Political Associations, in some cases she

is begged to stand for the Town or County Council

or even to be nominated for Parliament.

Because she is an educated Woman Doctor she

is expected to be public spirited and, one may say,

she generally fulfils these expectations.

Most large and influential girls' schools prefer a

Woman Doctor, so that, more often than not, she

finds herself attending several schools, in addition

to her private consulting work which includes

generally much midwifery and gynaecology.
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She keeps her car, or cars—has her country

cottage (which she seldom has time to visit), and

often has a dependent or two, or a protegee, some-

times a tiny adopted child, to keep her, as she would

say, cheerful and interested in non-medical and

ordinary life.

Her income varies between £1000 and £4000 (in

a few cases considerably more), depending on

the kind of town she lives in and the kind of prac-

tice she chooses.

But she becomes undoubtedly a social factor,

and her influence is what she chooses to make it.

Her chief disability
—

professional isolation, how-

ever, is a great and sometimes almost an over-

whelming one, depending again on the tone and

the spirit of the women of the provincial town in

which she lives.

No harder lesson does she have to learn than the

lesson of standing alone, of following her own judg-

ment, of being strong and as wise as she can be. In

some cases she is fortunate in becoming the friend

of the chief consultant or consultants of the town,

but ordinary friendship with doctors of a slightly

lower professional rank, involving discussion of

difficult cases and exchange of opinions on knotty
scientific subjects, is not for her. There is an

insurmountable wall of—is it jealousy or sex rivalry

or, as I am more inclined to believe, a barrier
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dae to the unconscious influence of doctors' wives,

h-jirdened, perhaps, and embittered by the diffi-

culty of making two ends meet on an insufficiently

large income during hard times ?

In sharp contrast to these disabilities, marked

as they are only in the more conservative of the

provincial towns, is the attitude of mind and feeling

of the more modern-spirited and enlightened of

the leading men of the day.

Time and again, in professional life, does one

meet eminent and distinguished surgeons and

physicians, great enough to forget sex, and so keen

on their own original work that the woman's

point of view and the woman's opinion and con-

clusions are solicited and welcomed.

If for this reason alone, apart from the really

paramount importance of the best interests of the

patient, it is wiser and better in every way to call

into consultation, when the need arises, only those

members of the profession who have achieved

notable distinction in their own speciality.

In any case, the Woman Doctor can rely on other

means for intellectual stimulus and help. She has

her medical journals and books, and her Medical

Associations, and it is noteworthy that she is now

not only admitted and welcomed to the latter, but

is frequently elected a member of the committee or

even as vice-president of her local branch, as well
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as being appointed to various important oiSices in

the quinquennial and annual meetings of the Inter-

national and British Medical Associations.

She can now also be elected as Fellow of the Royal

Society of Medicine, and is frequently invited to read

papers and show cases at its Medical meetings.

Many male doctors, however, especially of the

younger generation, send her cases and visit opera-

tion theatres to watch her operating.

Another interesting fact, showing the newer

attitude towards Women Doctors, is that many
doctors beg the services of Women Doctors for their

wives, and although, speaking generally, this fact

is not shouted from the housetops, nevertheless it

remains a comforting assurance to the hard-

worked Woman Doctor during her less confident

and happy moments.

In Consultant Practice

The public confidence obtained by women in

general private practice has been more than shared

by women in consultant practice.

Everyone knows the distinguished and eminent

women consultants in London at the present time,

whether as specialists in g5m9ecology and obstetrics,

in pure medicine or children's disease, in ophthalmic

surgery, in mental diseases or radiology.

They are sought after and called into consulta-
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tion, and their opinion
—as is demonstrated by the

number of Royal Commissions on which they serve

—valued and followed.

(b) In Hospital Work

Here again the best index of a town's enlighten-

ment and social intellect is the number of Women
Doctors on the staff of the general hospital.

These voluntary hospitals, so called because

they are built by voluntary gifts, maintained

by voluntary subscriptions, the treatment under-

taken voluntarily by the medical profession, and

because they are managed by an unpaid and

voluntary Board of Management or Court of

Governors, are, unfortunately, in many instances,
"
closed trades unions." The Governors have

mostly been appointed because they are sub-

scribers of £2 2s. or £5 5s. and upwards for it

may be three or five years.

In some cases they are subscribers because it

has been a tradition in their own families for

centuries to give to the poor a certain and large

percentage of their incomes. In other cases they

subscribe because a subscription entitles them to

so many letters of admission—useful things to

heads of firms and the proprietors of small retail

businesses.

The personnel, therefore, of a Court of Governors
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consists essentially of two kinds of people
—the

rich, and generous and God-fearing individuals of

the last generation ;
and the heads of businesses,

wholesale and retail, the representatives of co-

operative societies and so on. The great professional

class is often conspicuous by its absence, chiefly

because the war has impoverished its finances,

and it, more than any other class, has been quick

to realise that the hospitals are completely changing
in character, owing to economic revolutions in class

distinctions.

One cannot necessarily expect a liberal or a

particularly just or far-sighted policy to emanate

from such a personnel, especially when one

remembers that between 80 and 100 per cent of

such courts of governors are men, and men likely

to be, at any rate, biassed by their own family

doctors, and, as has been said before, the struggling

average man doctor of the last generation is not

such a certain friend of Women Doctors as the

surgeon or physician who has
"
arrived/'

However, in spite of this almost insuperable

difficulty and the glacier-like rate of the evolu-

tion of the adult mind, efficient women have

in several cases been appointed on the staffs

of such hospitals, much to the benefit of women

patients themselves and therefore coincidentally

to the credit and popularity of the general hospital.
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Three purifying natural processes are on the side

of the Woman Doctors :

1. Marriage, The marriage of the ancient

Sabine women with the conquering Romans,

resulted in many satisfactory alliances, and welded

for ever the interests of Sabine and Roman.

The marriage of young doctors, with charming
Women Doctors, is doing exactly the same thing,

and one cannot doubt that this will eventually

result in the appointment of more and more Women
Doctors on hospital staffs.

2. Death, The eventual death of the oldest and

strongest opponents, followed, we will hope, by
the election of the more modern, far-seeing and

more just young governors and medical staffs of the

future, with their more sportsmanlike bias towards

granting a
**

fair field and no favour
""

to their

women colleagues.

3. Birth, The birth of the new generation is in

a large percentage of cases presided over by the

1^
woman obstetrician.

The modern small boy is already very fond

of his Woman Doctor, and surprised often to

find that a man can be a doctor. He takes life

naturally and simply, and if his little broken

arm has been skilfully
"

set
"

and bandaged
and cared for by a young woman surgeon, or

if she has performed on him the difficult ab-
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dominal operation which has saved his life, he

is not very likely to grow up into the pedantic

die-hard of the last generation. Indeed, in many
cases, it is difficult to pass the modern boy on to

a man doctor when he grows up, and it is a

common occurrence, too, in every Woman Doctor's

experience, to have many men apply to her for

advice or treatment or operation.

Whether the future Woman Doctor will keep to

the traditions of many of the older ones and refuse

men patients, is a matter which no doubt will rest

with the individual
; many of us, however, cannot

help hoping that gynaecology and obstetrics will

fall more and more to the lot of the Woman Doctor,

and that men's diseases will continue to be treated

by men doctors, whatever may be the ultimate

scope of the work of the woman practitioner.

Hospitals Officered by Women Doctors

Because of the slowness of the general hospitals

to appoint more women on their staffs, it has been

the policy of the Women Doctors of the past and

present to start hospitals for women and children

entirely officered by Women Doctors.

1. The first of these, the Elizabeth Garrett

Anderson Hospital, started in 1861 by Mrs. Garrett

Anderson, is doing a splendid work in Euston

Road. The most recent report describes it as a
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hospital of 95 beds, with an admission last year of

1455 In-patients' and 41,128 Out-patients' atten-

dances.

Its record of work is fine, and its popularity so

great that a House of Recovery at New Barnet has

recently been started with the idea of increasing

the number of beds—as well as insuring a quicker

recovery by sending the patients into better air.

2. In Edinburgh, the Hospital and Dispensary
for Women and Children, and the Hospice, is an

institution of 42 beds and 16 cots. It was founded

in 1878 by Miss Jex Blake.

3. The Clapham Maternity Hospital with 50 beds

and 60 cradles was opened in 1889 for the accom-

modation of maternity patients of the poorer

classes who desire to be attended by doctors of

their own sex.

There is a School of Midwifery attached to

this hospital, as well as a School of Monthly

Nursing.

The patients are admitted without
"

letters
''
on

the payment of a small charge proportional to

their means—and private patients are received in

private rooms at three guineas the week.

In addition to the In-patient Hospital there is a

Dispensary for Women and Children, the Battersea

Maternity Branch, and a Tuberculin Dispensary.

In 1921 the number of admissions into hospital
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were 940, there being 883 confinements. The

Medical Report of the year states :

"The numbers are less than last year, because it

was recognised that we were having too much crowding
in 1920, and many cases were refused and referred to

the new Municipal Hospitals. At one time in 1920

we had 68 mothers and 68 babies in at one timey and

this with 50 beds (nominally). It was time we brought
our numbers down !

"

There was no septic case throughout the year,

and no cases of mammary abscess or even of

mastitis. A wonderful achievement of good work.

4. Canning Town Women's Settlement Hospital

for Women and Children with 26 beds is another

hospital inaugurated in 1891 and staffed by
Women Doctors.

5. The South London Hospital was founded and

incorporated in 1912 :

" To meet the great and growing demand on the

part of women for medical treatment by members of

their own sex.

To provide, in addition to ordinary hospital accom-

modation, private wards for women of limited means
at low inclusive fees.

To afford further scope for post-graduate training
for medical women."

Over six thousand patients have been received

into the wards since the opening of the hospital,

and there have been 231,068 attendances of out-

patients.
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This hospital is an example of what a modern

and up-to-date hospital should be. The wards are

large, very well lighted and beautifully fitted up
with every contrivance possible for the comfort

of the patient.

At the moment there is a waiting list of no fewer

than 500 patients desiring to come in for medical

and surgical treatment.

6. In Brighton, the New Sussex Hospital for

Women and Children (28 beds) is also officered

entirely by women.

It comprises a large Out-patient Department (in-

cluding an Ophthalmic and Dental Department) and

supplies an increasing demand for Women Doctors

amongst the inhabitants of Brighton and Hove as

well as outlying towns and villages of Sussex.

There are ten private wards for patients paying

from £3 3s. weekly, as well as large medical and

surgical wards for ordinary patients paying one

guinea the week.

The hospital, which is on high ground facing the

sea, in beautiful grounds two acres in extent,

provides ample room for further extension.

There is always a long waiting list, although

there were 322 in-patient admissions last year, and

290 operations performed in the theatre.

7. The Women's Hospital for Children (The Roll

of Honour Hospital for Children), in the Harrow
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Eoad, provides an In-patient Department, as well

as large Out-patient Departments.

8. The Manchester Babies Hospital
—50 beds—

was established in 1914 and is entirely officered by
women.

(c) In Government Service

The recent enfranchisement of women, their

presence in the House of Commons, and the opening

to them of the legal profession, bid fair for the

established future of the Woman Doctor in Govern-

ment Service. Already she has done an important

piece of valuable work.

In the Medical Department of the Ministry of

Health we find that a woman has been appointed

Senior Medical Officer of the Maternity and Child

Welfare Department, and that working under her

are four other Women Doctors.

This department dealswith the four great branches

or aspects of the maternal and infant problem :

1. Maternity, and its diseases and mortality.

2. Abortion, Miscarriage and Still Birth.

3. Infant Mortality.

4. The Health of the Infant.

A special effort has been and is being made in

the general attack on infant mortality with con-

spicuous success, but at the moment a fuller in-

vestigation is being carried out into the question
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of still births, and into the mortality of illegitimate

infants.

Under the Maternity and Child Welfare Act of

1918, Local Authorities may make arrangements
for attending to the health of expectant and

nursing mothers, and children who have not

attained the age of five years.

Such a comprehensive Maternity and Child-

Welfare Scheme should include :

1. Ante-natal care and nutrition of the mother.

2. An adequate medical midwifery and nursing

service for childbirth.

3. The notification of births and still births.

4. Domestic aid before the time of and

after childbirth (including maternity

benefit).

5. The provision of maternity centres for ante-

natal and post-natal supervision.

6. The provision for certain cases of maternity
home and hospital accommodation.

7. The establishment of infant welfare centres

(for consultative, home visiting, and the

assistance of the mother in the upbringing

of her children).

8. The establishment of infant treatment centres

and infant homes and hospitals.^
^ See Annual Report of the Chief Medical Officer of the

Ministry of Health, 1920.
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At the present time it is impossible and indeed

unnecessary to carry out all these arrangements
in every area, but there is a crying need for more

and better midwifery, more^ ante-natal centres,

and more maternity homes and hospital accom-

modation.

The work of more Women Doctors is badly needed

in these directions, and the organisation of the

Clinical Unit in Gynaecology and Obstetrics at the

Royal Free Hospital will do much to further the

turning out yearly of a larger number of Women
Doctors well trained in the highest branches of

these subjects.

Indeed ante-natal work is already reducing the

number of abnormal confinements to a minimum.

In the Board of Education the Chief Medical

Officer is Sir George Newman, K.C.B., M.D. (Chief

Medical Officer, Ministry of Health), and of the

four Medical Officers two are women.

In addition to these we find a very large

number of women serving as school doctors

under the L.C.C., and in all our larger provincial

towns.

In the Home Office there are as yet only two

Women Medical Officers, but in the General Post

1 Dr. Hamer, M.O.H., L.C.C., reported, 1919, that in

London some 44,000 or 54 per cent of the total births were

attended by midwives,

G
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Office, and in many of our Poor Law Infirmaries,

and Mental and Fever Hospitals, we find Women
Medical Officers, and in our larger towns they are

acting as Assistant Medical Officers of Health, in

which capacity they are doing excellent work,

both administrative and statistical.

(d) In Research

|-
Sir Henry Butlin, in an address given at the

London (Royal Free Hospital) School of Medicine

a few years ago, directed the attention of women
to research in medicine, saying that he considered

- most women possessed of better qualifications for

the work than men. His only doubt was with

regard to their accuracy, and he wondered

whether women would have the breadth of

mind necessary for independent research, and

whether they would be able to do more than

carry out researches designed for them—but he

would like to see them try to do so.

The editor of the "British Medical Journal''

disagreed with Butlin as to the superior accuracy

of men ; as regards reports, etc., he would give

the palm, not only for accuracy, but for neatness

and precision, to women. He considered that if no

work of excellence in research had yet been done by

women, it was because they had not yet had the

opportunities.
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That was written nearly ten years ago, and ten

years, we know, is a fairly long time in the life-

history of modern Women Doctors.

Taking the reports of the Imperial Eesearch

Council for the years 1918-1919 and 1920-1921,

we find no fewer than sixty-six women have

been engaged in research. The subjects vary

widely :

Industrial health, Rickets, the Functions of

various glands. After histories of military patients,

Efficiency of muscles with special reference to

women's muscles, Work on deficiency diseases in

Vienna, Pregnancy, Nature and Causes of mental

defects in children, Intensive study into effects of

social conditions. Fatigue, Digitalis, Calcium con-

tent of blood during pregnancy and menstruation,

Metabolism in infants, and a host of other

subjects.

Again, of the seventy-three Fellows who have

been appointed under the Beit Memorial Fellow-

ship for Medical Research, no fewer than sixteen

were women (see Appendix), and at the Lister

Institute of Preventive Medicine, nine women
are working, one as Assistant Bacteriologist,

another as Assistant Experimental Pathologist,

and so on.

The William Gibson Research Scholarship, which

was founded in 1919, and is in the gift of the Koyal
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Society of Medicine, was awarded to Dr. Gertrude

Herzfeldt in 1920.

At the Rockefeller Institute seven women are

engaged in research. Dr. Maude Abbott whose

name is so well known for her original research

work at the McGill University, has a really world-

wide reputation for fine work in connection with

heart disease.

A further list of women holding licences for special

research is given in the Appendix.
In the Home Office Report for 1920 there are

sixty-seven licensed medical women ; forty-seven

give returns of experiments, six of these for serum

and drugs, six for public health. Three at the

Middlesex Hospital are working in connection with

cancer research.

I have given these details at some length as

proving that Women Doctors are making the best

of their opportunities and turning out work yearly

of no mean value to the community.
Research has many attractions for the Woman

Doctor with a clever, resourceful brain, keen on

her work and honest and clear in her judgments
and conclusions.

Women are not all necessarily fitted for general

practice with its constant demands and responsi-

bilities, its night work, and its municipal calls.

Many, specially those who are married, with
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or without children, welcome an outlet for their

intellectual talents, and it is satisfactory to them

to find one of the most useful, perhaps, of all

careers open to them.

Interests outside the home, we all know, help

the married woman more than anything else to

keep young and enthusiastic and happy ;
how

much more so if combined with the most wonder-

ful service of all to mankind. j

(e) As Lecturers and Teachers

In this field Women Doctors have for many years

taken their place
—and that they have made

admirable teachers the annual examination results

continue to show.

A glance at the teaching staff of the Royal Free

Hospital (see Appendix) shows that, at any rate in

one great London hospital. Women Lecturers are

appointed and welcomed, and there are many
instances in the Provincial Universities, Glasgow
and Dublin, etc., of similar appointments.

(/) In India and the Colonies

In the most recent report of the work done by
Medical Women in India we find that there are no

fewer than 146 hospitals staffed entirely by women, a

under the control of the National Association for
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supplying Female Medical Aid to the Women of

India, in addition to a large number of hospitals

run by the various Missionary Societies.

Several of these hospitals have large medical

schools attached to them, with the result that many
Indian women are educated and prepared for their

University degrees yearly
—the chief Examining

Universities being those of Calcutta, Bombay and

Madras.

Whatever differences of opinion may exist

amongst some people as to the need for, and the

usefulness of. Medical Women in Europe, there

can be few people, if any, who would care to dispute

the urgent necessity that exists for their services

in India and other parts of the East, where native

customs make it practically impossible for women
to be attended by medical men.

As long ago as 1872 Surgeon-General Balfour, in

an official letter to the Madras Government,
writes :

"
Of all the Mohammedan women, and of the

women of the higher castes of the Hindus, who

adopt the Mohammedan custom of seclusion, but

a very small part have received the benefit of the

medical knowledge available for their sisters in

Europe and America ; and I estimate that of the

hundred million of women in India, at least two-

thirds are, by their social customs, debarred alike
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from receiving the visits of a medical man at their

own homes, and from attending for gratuitous

advice at the public hospitals and dispensaries.

To send among those classes women educated in

the medical art seems to be the only means of

providing them with scientific aid. ... If a Moham-

medan woman or Hindu of the higher castes be

attacked with any severe disease, or have any bones

injured, neither of them obtain the benefit of the

knowledge which is at their doors, because it is

only as yet in the possession of medical men, and

men are not admissible into the women's presence.
""

-^

And again, in a contemporary paper of that

time we read :

"
In many parts of India—I think I may say

most parts
—native ladies are entirely shut out

from any medical assistance, however great may
be their need, because no man who is not one of

the family can enter their apartments or see them ;

and though thousands thus die from neglect and

want of timely help, yet nothing can be done to

assist them until we have ladies willing and able

to act in a medical capacity.''^

It was in 1872, therefore, that Surgeon-General
Balfour advised the Madras Government to allow

women to be admitted to the Medical College in

Madras, and to study either in mixed or separate

classes as might be thought the more desirable.
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He also proposed that an inferior class of women

should be trained in midwifery only.

In July, 1874, three ladies, one of whom was

Mrs. Scharlieb, applied for admission to the Madras

Medical College. This brought the question to a

point, and the principal of the Medical College, Dr.

Furnell, reported that in his opinion if the ladies

desirous of becoming doctors were in earnest in

their work, they must be prepared to attend the

courses of lectures, with the exception, perhaps,

of midwifery and surgery, with students of the

opposite sex.

This suggestion was adopted, and in 1884

Mrs. Scharlieb, who had in the meantime taken

her M.B., B.S., in London, returned to Madras,

and was appointed Lecturer on Midwifery and

Diseases of Women to the women's class in

the University where she herself had begun her

studies.

Later on a hospital was established in Madras

for
"
caste and gosha women,'' under Mrs. Schar-

lieb's charge ; £8000 was subscribed in one after-

noon at a meeting held under the presidency of

Mrs. Grant Duff, wife of the Governor of Madras,

and a month or two later Queen Victoria intimated

that she was warmly interested in the success of

the proposed scheme, and permitted it to be called

the Victoria Hospital.
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A similar movement arose in Bombay in 1883,

under the direction of a number of native gentle-

men, of whom Mr. Sorabjee Bengallee was Hon.

Sec. and Treasurer
;
£4000 was raised for the four-

fold purpose of :

1. Bringing out Women Doctors from England;

2. Establishing a dispensary to be worked by
them ;

3. A hospital for women and children ;

4. Arranging for the medical education of women

at the Bombay Medical College, with

scholarships as required.

The Committee was fortunate in inducing Dr.

Edith Pechey to come out as Chief Medical Officer

to the proposed dispensary and hospital.

A native Parsee, Mr. Pestonjee Cama, gave

£12,000 towards the building, and on November

27th, 1883, H.R.H. the Duke of Connaught laid

its foundation-stone.
"
The introduction of female medical practitioners

into India,"' he said,
"

is calculated to afford a

needful relief to classes which have hitherto been

almost entirely deprived of medical and surgical

aid. I am glad to know that the Governments of

the Indian Presidencies are encouraging and

assisting this movement, and that the Government
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of Bombay have promised to place both this

hospital and a dispensary in connection with it

under the sole charge of female practitioners, as

soon as qualified ladies shall be available for the

purpose. It affords me much gratification that my
first public act in India should be performed on

behalf of so excellent an object, one which

Her Majesty the Empress will most highly

approve of, and which is in accordance with the

sympathies of the Royal Family. I wish the

hospital, of which I have now to lay the founda-

tion-stone, an enduring and extending career of

usefulness."

In January, 1884, the Grant Medical College in

Bombay was opened to women, and in spite of

some opposition amongst the more short-sighted

of the professors, the Calcutta Medical College did

the same.

The very great demand for medical women in

Bombay may be estimated from the fact that

before the first week had elapsed after the opening

of the dispensary, the daily crowd asking for

admission must have numbered over three hundred.

It was therefore necessary to restrict the number

each morning to 100, until the arrival of the Junior

Medical Officer, Dr. Charlotte EUaby, in October,

1884.

The next important step was the organisation
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by the Countess of Dufferin, wife of the Viceroy, of

an association of which the Queen was patron, for

the purpose of supplying medical aid to the women
of India.

Indeed Lady Duf!erin stated that this associa-

tion might be said to owe its existence to the direct

initiative of Her Majesty. During the first five

months of its existence the organisation received

£30,000 in donations.

The 36th Annual Keport of this great associa-

tion tells of a marvellous organisation which has

spread all over India.

At the Lady Hardinge Medical College, Delhi,

78 students are studying for their medical degrees,

including Hindus, Anglo-Indians, Indian Chris-

tians, Sikhs, Europeans, Mohammedans, Portu-

guese and Jews.

The Women's Medical School Hospital, Agra,

comprises two sets of buildings, the Lady Lyall

Hospital with 78 beds, and the Maternity Hospital

with 48 beds, and so on.

In our Colonies women are training in large

numbers, the medical schools being co-educational,

and in Canada, Australia and New Zealand especi-

ally we find Women Doctors practising in all the

bigger towns.
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{g) In America

In America, at the present time, over forty

colleges admit women on the same terms as men.

The number of American women wishing to

study medicine rapidly increased from the year

Elizabeth Blackwell took her degree, but, as the

faculties originally opposed the admission of

women students, a Medical College for Women was

established in Philadelphia in March, 1850.

In 1883 the general hospitals began to admit

Women Doctors on their honorary staffs, and in

1893 no fewer than 133 institutes had appointed

women physicians and surgeons. In 1910 there

i^were 13,687 women physicians in the U.S.A.^

(h) Abeoad

On the Continent, although the attitude of the

public is sympathetic and just in the extreme,

equal opportunities being given to women at

nearly all the principal Universities, it is interest-

ing to note that in spite of these advantages the

position of Women Doctors once practising is no

better if as good as it is in the United Kingdom.

In France. Paris first opened its University to

women students in the year 1868, largely due, it is

* Borland.
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said, to the influence of the Empress Eugenie.^

Since the war, there has been a marked increase in

the number of women students. There are many

girls studying medicine, especially at Aix in

Provence, the most recent examinations proving

(according to Lamaziere) that the female intelli-

gence is quite equal to the male. \/

In Russia. In 1860 women first began to study -^
medicine

;
a degree was granted to one, and then

the authorities withdrew the permission for women

to take medical degrees,^ and it was not till 1877

that women medical students were placed on the

same basis as men. All barriers were broken down,

however, by the war, when the Zemstors appointed

Women Doctors in many of the villages.
^

In Sweden and Norway, Italy, Switzerland,

Holland, Germany and Austria there are many
Women Doctors and more and more women medical

students.

The history of the early struggles of the women

of these respective countries to obtain the neces-

sary education, both resembles and differs from

that of Great Britain.

At the present moment an interesting movement

is being inaugurated to form an International

^
Crepaz,

"
Emancipation of Women."

*
Lipinska,

"
Hist, des femmes Medicins."

^ Prince Kropotkin.
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Medical Women's Federation. The value of such

an organisation in consolidating and maintaining

their position it is difficult to estimate, but un-

questionably for some years at any rate, if not for

ever, there will be an acknowledged place in the

world for such an organisation with its indirect

influence, we will hope, towards achieving the

longed-for peace between all nations.



CHAPTER IV

A DOCTOR IN THE MAKING
" There is not the shghtest doubt of the capacity of Women

to practice Medicine. They have a natural aptitude for it,

even when they have not the science, and when they have

acquired the science they should make perfect doctors.

They are resourceful, sympathetic and gifted with great

intuition, invaluable qualities in illness." (Mantegazza—
Psieologia d. Donna.)

(a) Choice of a Profession

IT
would be presumptuous and obviously absurd

to suggest what type of girl is the most likely

to succeed as a medical student and doctor. Pre-

sumptuous, because by so doing one assumes a

knowledge of the modern girl and woman and her

needs which one certainly does not possess ; absurd,

because in these last few years modern life has

been so revolutionised, so stirred in its depths,

ethical and religious standards so altered, funda-

mental principles so shaken, that one cannot seek

to foreshadow the requirements or the public

opinion of the future.

Therefore one cannot but leave the choice of

profession to the individual girl, swayed as such

choice will be by the influences of the moment, the

tendencies of the school or college she is attending
111
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and the fashion of the age, knowing that if her

choice lies in the direction of a medical career she

is at any rate certain to find an ultimate use for

lier talents, kaleidoscopic and many-sided as that

])rofession is.

The ideal mother and father probably realise

their children's propensities and temperaments
and characters best of all, and many sons and

daughters find themselves launched in a profession,

and successfully, too, before realising that no

choice on their part had consciously been made,

but that gradually and slowly and imperceptibly

their life and its conditions had developed and

evolved, until suddenly they found themselves with

their careers as doctors actually begun.

To others the choice of a profession comes as

the acceptance of a vocation or the choice of a

mission—God-sent—as in the case of Elizabeth

Blackwell.

Vocation it assuredly is, and with experience

and knowledge one realises more and more that

those doctors who have become eminent and really

distinguished have been those who have regarded

their profession as such, and who have not ceased to

give it their first allegiance and first consideration

and devotion.

Even a slightly impaired physique, provided it

is not combined with any actual organic lesion
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such as heart or lung disease or mental instability,

need not prove a deterrent factor in the girl's

decision. Often the strongest physiques have not

the staying and enduring qualities which are the

most necessary to after success, and the doctor who

knows what it is to suffer or be fatigued is not

necessarily the worse for her increased power of

sympathy and understanding.

Of infinitely more importance is the character of

the would-be doctor. Inherent truthfulness, dili- y
gence, patience, good judgment, intuition, devo-

tion to her work, and a cheerful outlook on life,

are the factors that count in a doctor who wishes

to be of real service to humanity.
Added to this, one would wish, if possible, a

good moral and mental inheritance and a suffi-

ciency of this world's goods, not so much from the

point of view of future worldly success, as for the

reason of what these advantages bring
—viz. finesse

and self-control, and a disposition not to hurt

people's feelings, coupled with sufficient money to

take the best medical courses available and to

provide future patients with the most up-to-date

instruments and apparatus.

Apart from this, financial worry is a time-

absorbing, enervating influence, and one that, for

the patient's sake, should be eliminated as much

as possible.

/
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A knowledge of the world, the keeping in touch

with current politics, current literature and art, and

municipal life, especially inasmuch as any regula-

tions to do with Public Health are concerned,

good manners, suitable and pretty clothes—for it

is unnecessarily annoying to a patient to have to

put up with slovenly and ugly things to look at—
are all-important items in the summing up of

ultimate success and useful service.

To the girl student of the present, indeed, there

seems to me to be no better future to be chosen

than that of the Woman Doctor. A studenthood

of adventurous discovery cheered by the making
of lifelong friends—a life in which no limitations

can be set, no boundaries formed to its fields of

usefulness and helpful service and illimitable self-

sacrifice—a future always before her, every achieve-

ment opening the way to further achievement,

every success paving the way to a fuller knowledge

of preventing disease, of relieving pain, and of

raising the standard of human physique.

(b) Tkaining foe the Profession

{1) As a Schoolgirl

The necessary preliminary education is now

only too well known to every schoolgirl, but there

are certain essentials that one must not forget.
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1. An adequate and thorough physical education,—
There are so many schools now where games and

physical exercises form a prominent part in

the school curriculum that it seems almost un-

necessary to lay stress on this point. Nevertheless,

after examining medically hundreds of girls in

high schools, in secondary and elementary schools,

fashionable boarding schools and modern well-

organised public schools for girls one cannot fail

to recognise how far short we are of the Ideal
;

especially is this the case in the day schools, and

from the medical point of view one would welcome

an immediate drastic change in school time-tables,

reducing the hours to four or five 40-minute lessons

in the morning, organising compulsory games,

swimming and gymnastics for every afternoon in

the school week, and limiting the hours of pre-

paration to two or possibly three hours per day.

Only by introducing some definite reform such

as this can we hope to insure in the day school

girls of the future the beautiful physique of the

modern public school girl, one of the most striking

developments of the present age.

2. In addition to an ordinary first-class education

a perfect knowledge of either French or German is

extremely useful.

3. Travelling, if possibly widely, is another

great asset, not only for its generally educative
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influence but also for its resulting tolerance of

mind and spirit.

4. For the same reason one would welcome some

definite education in music or fainting. The fine

non-utilitarian attitude towards life one finds in

the real artists of the day, the realisation of other

forces and powers such as beauty and reverence,

would undoubtedly help in the formation of char-

acter and gaining of culture so necessary in a doctor.

(2) As a Medical Student

The girl of 18 or 19, her London Matriculation

or Preliminary Entrance Examinations behind her,

with a good knowledge of a foreign language the

acquiring of which has already necessitated some

first-hand acquaintance with a foreign country, is

now ready to begin her more purely medical studies.

Her parents are faced with the choice of sending

her for two or three years to one of the older

Universities such as Cambridge or Oxford, or to

London, where she can immediately begin work

for the Preliminary Scientific Examination, in-

cluding such subjects as chemistry, physics, botany
and zoology. Nowadays, this course or that for

the
"
First Medical

"
is often included in the

ordinary school curriculum, if so, so much the better.

The actual medical part of her work, viz.

anatomy, physiology, and materia medica of the
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Intermediate, and the medicine, surgery, obstetrics,

gynsecology and pathology of the M.B., B.S., or

other medical and surgical examinations, can be

done either at the London (Royal Free Hospital)^

School of Medicine for Women or at one of the

London Hospitals (St. Mary's, Charing Cross, or

University College, King's College, St. George's, or

Westminster),
2 now admitting women students, or

at one of the Scottish, Provincial or Irish Universi-

ties (Durham, Manchester, Liverpool, Birmingham,

Leeds, Bristol, Belfast, Dublin, Glasgow, Aberdeen,

Dundee, St. Andrews, Edinburgh).

There is much to be said on the side of co-educa-

tion. It is excellent training for the young woman
student to learn to work well with men—as it

doubtless is for the young man student to realise

that ejfficiency and brain are not a characteristic

of one sex only. On the other hand, it is a privi-

lege to work at such a school as the London School

of Medicine for Women, with its fine tradition of

good teaching and innumerable successes in all

the most difficult medical examinations of the day.

It is an education, too, to the girl to learn early

that women are taking the highest honours, and ful-

filling with distinction posts as Lecturers and as

Hon. Physicians and Hon. Surgeons in such an up-to-

date and world-known hospital as the Royal Free.

^ and 2 See Appendix.
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And this lesson inspires self-confidence, self-

reliance and dignity, useful qualities with which

to face the future difficulties and responsibilities

that come with medical practice.

(3) As a Doctor

Post-Graduate Study

On qualifying the wise Woman Doctor will de-

vote some years to
"

posts,'' that is to say, she

will apply for the post of house surgeon or house

physician at her own or another hospital. For six

months or a year she will serve in the same

capacity in a children's and women's hospital.

If she means to take up general practice (and

whatever her future ambitions are, one would

advise a year or two of general practice as one of

the best preparations for her future life), a little

further experience of infectious diseases at some

fever hospital, or of anaesthetics, or a locumship at

some mental asylum, or, if going abroad ultimately,

further tuition in tropical diseases will not be lost

time.

/ The higher degrees of F.R.C.S., M.D., or M.S.,

J should always be aimed at, and travelling abroad

to gain further clinical experience at the conti-

nental hospitals is always useful.

Indeed, Post-Graduate Study should be con-
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tinned all her life, for it, in its own way, is just as

important as the thorough grounding given to the

modern student at all the best of our modern

medical schools.

Sir William Osier, who has so often been called

the
"
Master of Medicine,'' used to advocate quin- i/

quennial clinical travel for every graduate who is

practising medicine, and there is no doubt that

the successful and busy doctor of a large general

practice has so little time to devote to the study
of the most recent work, that only by definitely

giving up three or six months occasionally for

intensive study can she hope to keep really abreast

of the times.
"
At any rate," said Sir William Osier,

"
whether

he goes abroad or not, let him early escape from the

besetting sin of the young physician, chauvinism, /
that intolerant attitude of mind which brooks no

regard for anything outside his own circle and his

own school. Post-graduate study is needed in all

classes among us. The school for the young

practitioner is a general practice in which the

number and variety of cases will enable him at

once to put his methods into daily use."
" A

serious defect may warp his course from the out-

set. Our students study too much under one set

of teachers. In English and American schools

they do not move about enough. At a tender age
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four or five years give a man a local attachment to

place and teachers which is very natural, very

nice, but not always the best thing for him. He

goes out with a strong bias already in his mind

and is ready to cry,
*

I am of Guy's,'
'

I am of

Bart/s,' or
'

I am an Edinburgh man.' To escape

from these local trammels, which may badly handi-

cap a man by giving him an arrogant sense of

superiority often most manifest when there is least

warrant, is very difficult."

Clinical Travel

Post-graduate schools on the Continent and in

America are open to women as well as men. On
the Continent they are now beginning to recover

from the paralysing effects of the Great War,
and are opening their clinics and lectures to all

nationalities once more.

Austria

In Vienna, at the Allgemeinen Krankenhaus,

midwifery and gynaecology can be studied in the

Schauta and other clinics. There are also oppor-

tunities for post-graduate courses in ophthalmic
and aural surgery

—medico psychology, cystoscopy^

pathology, and so on.

Germany

Before the war there was no better field for post-

graduate study than Germany. Partly because,
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in spite of the somewhat restricted point of view

of the German towards womenkind generally,

he has a curiously just and fair way of treating

her directly she has become a student or doctor.

Apparently if she is worthy of being admitted

to their Universities she is then of necessity
"
of

"
that University, and therefore worthy of

respect and generous treatment. One has spent

months in Berlin, Freiburg, Heidelberg and Munich,

and never at any moment had cause to complain

of the treatment received. In fact, it was always

generous and helpful and intensely valuable.

The lectures are particularly good. The cases are

sought out, and brought to the theatre for demon-

stration, and therefore no time is lost by the

would-be student.

Kronig, of Freiburg in Breisgau, was a typically

great man and great teacher. At eight in the

morning his lectures were thronged, and one had

to be there some time before to get a seat. His

rapid clear delivery, intensely practical mind, and

the amount of scientific information he could

impart in a short time were wonderful—and his

illustrations and stories were often the talk of

Freiburg by lunch-time.

Freiburg was the birthplace of Twilight Sleep

and intensive X-ray therapy for fibroid tumours

of the uterus. A few years before the war a very

y
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wide piece of original research was being carried

out in the use of mesothorium, radium and inten-

sive therapy for malignant tumours in the Gynaeco-

logical University Clinic—of which Kjonig was

then Director. On returning in the spring of 1914

one found that almost a revolution had taken place.

Patients from all parts of the world were being

sent to the Gynaecological Clinic, men as well as

women, all for treatment for cancer.

The results were, of course, in many cases very

disappointing, as must needs be, when dying patients

are sent long journeys for a special treatment, after

all the more ordinary surgical methods have been

tried and failed ; but in other cases, the almost

dramatically brilliant results made one realise that

in the future a time will probably come when cancer

will fall more and more to the care of the Eadi-

ologist.

One interesting difference noticed in Germany
was that the Gnysecologist had himself taken

over the X-ray treatment of pelvic tumours ;
from

the patients' point of view one cannot help feeling

this must be all to the good. At present in England
there must necessarily be a strong bias on the part

of the Gynaecologist to operate, and on the part of

the Radiologist to X-ray
—

say, a fibroid tumour.

We are all human, and naturally want to see the

successful result performed by ourselves.
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The foreign Gynaecologist, with both methods

at his own disposal, faces the decision with an

absolutely unbiassed mind, and one with which,

therefore, he can more clearly come to a right

judgment in the particular case before him. For

this reason alone his statistics are of special

value.

France

Post-graduate study in France is just as valu- /

able, for some of the best surgeons of the world

are to be found there. Original work, too, is

very common to the French scientific mind.

The work of Claude Bernard, Laennec, Charcot,

Louis, Trousseau, Tuffier, Pasteur and Carrel stand /
out in the History of Medicine. The work of

Beclerc is of special interest to the woman Gynaeco-

logist.

America

Wonderful opportunities are offered to the student

who can devote money and time to a few months

in America. At the John Hopkins University, in

Baltimore, a well-organised, up-to-date hospital,

staffed by some of the greatest surgeons and

physicians of the day, one's first visit there many
years ago was a revelation of what good teaching

could be. Sir William Osier made the humblest

visitor welcome, and his clinics and lectures were

always open to anyone wishing to attend them.
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It was there one found the

*'
after results

'*

being systematically followed up by the students.

The gynaecological operations by Howard Kelly

were especially useful, and his cystoscopic lectures

and demonstrations excellent. On returning to

that hospital two years ago, one was especially

impressed by the radioscopic readings which took

place daily, and were open again to all medical

visitors.

The Mayo Clinic, in Rochester, Minnesota,

deserves a volume to itself.

To many it expresses the highest development

yet known of the modern hospital system applied

to private patients.

Rochester itself is a small unromantic village

town with only one railway line to it. The two

Mayo Brothers started in private practice there

many years ago, and have built up this Clinic,

staffed now by 226 doctors working under them.

There are four large hospitals :

1. St. Mary's
—for Abdominal Cases,

2. Colonial—Orthopaedic, etc.,

3. Worrel—Nose, Throat, Eyes, etc.,

4. Stanley
—

Neurological,

and the four or five large hotels are all fitted with

operating theatres for sudden emergencies, and
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take in patients (who leave the hospitals eight to

ten days after operation) and their friends.

The huge New Diagnostic Block is really beauti-

fully equipped for every modern method of

diagnosis known. It supplies a huge marble wait-

ing hall, furnished with large and comfortable arm-

chairs and sofas, and women secretaries at their

desks ready to furnish necessary information.

Many of the doctors have here their private

consulting rooms
—

upstairs are the examining rooms

where the various metabolism and other tests are

carried out, skiagrams taken, and the chemical

and physiological tests done.

Here, again, there is a wonderfully perfect system
of X-ray diagnosis. The radiograms are taken in

one of the many X-ray cubicles and are posted

down to the dark-rooms below. Within an hour

these are found—developed and sorted out accord-

ing to the various regions of the human body
—in

their allotted X-ray diagnosis rooms, being read

and interpreted by X-ray specialists of the respec-

tive regions. For instance, one specialist devotes

himself to bladder diagnosis, another to stomach

diagnosis, another to renal, and so on.

These reports are also publicly done and are of

great educational value to the post-graduate

student.

The Surgical Work of the Clinic is also carried
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out to great perfection. On arrival, at 8 a.m., one

is presented with the printed Daily Bulletin. This

gives a full list of the operations for the day in the

\ / various hospitals, giving also the surgeon's name

and the time of the operation ; a list of the lectures

and clinics, a list of the medical visitors (there were

on an average 200 doctors a day visiting the

Clinic during the time I spent there) with their

addresses.

On arriving at the theatre door one is presented

with sterilised garments. Indeed, everything in

the six theatres in St. Mary's Hospital is arranged

for the comfort of the visiting doctor, and mirrors

are so arranged on the ceiling and walls that every

step of the operation is clearly seen. On an average

forty operations a day are performed at one

hospital alone.

The patients all pay according to their means—
roughly an abdominal operation costs one-tenth

of the patient's income, and these incomes are

investigated by a special legal department.

Every operation is open to the medical public.

The patient is anaesthetised and covered with oper-

ating towels, etc. J so that he is not recognisable,

and all the patients are treated alike, rich or poor.

Something like 1000 patients a day visit the

Clinic, so that one can easily realise the tremendous

amount of material that passes through these
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surgeons' hands. One can form some conception

also of the original research possible, for instance, in

end results of the various kinds of operations.

Many other hospitals in America are also of

great interest to the post-graduate student.

In Chicago there is an excellent school of surgery,

the operations being done on animals, under anaes-

thesia, and being no doubt of more surgical value

to the would-be surgeon than the restricted opera-

tive surgery practised on the dead body. ,/

At Cleveland, again, the work of Crile on post-

operative and anti-operative shock is of intense

interest to the surgeon. It is an education in

itself to see Crile, operate, his wonderful technique

and rapid beautiful operating is not a thing easily

forgotten.

Harvey Gushing, of Boston, is another wonder-

ful operator ;
of late he has turned his attention

somewhat from his intestinal work to brain

surgery. At one time he worked with Sir Victor

Horsley, and he shares with other great surgeons a

width of point of view, and a resource in emergen-

cies, and a masterful knowledge of the current

literature and surgery and medical education of the

day.

All these professors and surgeons lecture during

their operations ; some of them, like Crile, dictate /

each step of the operation to their stenographists ;
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the pathologist is present and takes the specimen

away immediately, often bringing back a report

before the operation theatre is closed down for

the day.

Post-Graduate Study for the Woman Doctor in

England and Scotland is not quite so easy as

elsewhere. At present there is not such a wide

field, although the Fellowship of Medicine for

Post-Graduate Study is organising courses and

attendances at operations at all our principal

hospitals.

One can, however, learn much from visiting

many of our Provincial Hospitals. No finer tech-

nique is it possible to find than in Sir Berkeley

Moynihan's operating theatre in Leeds, or in Sir

Arthur Stiles' in Edinburgh. Both these surgeons

lay themselves out to be of use to any visiting

surgeons or physicians, offering them a very hearty

welcome, and showing and explaining their various

methods and operations.

In fact, every Woman Doctor would be well

advised to make a point of visiting hospitals and

seeing all the operations and cases possible, so

increasing her knowledge and gaining a wider

experience of various methods.

It is obviously unnecessary to point out the

advantages of post-graduate study in the various
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London hospitals. Here, again, the most dis-

tinguished of our surgeons and physicians are

always the first to offer advantages to the Woman
Doctor.

Marriage

According to present statistics, 30 per cent of all

Women Doctors marry either before or after

qualifying. This very natural event could and

should, one would imagine, be usefully com-

mandeered in the service of science and humanity.

The experiences of motherhood are invaluable, and

although they may involve reduction for a time

in the number of hours per day a Woman Doctor

can devote to her profession, or even the relin-

quishing entirely of all professional duties for some

months or even years, it is impossible not to

realise that the better financial position of the

Woman Doctor would enable her to employ good
nurses and servants, instead of cheap inefficient

ones, thus leaving her free to continue some useful

professional work, as well as intellectual study,

which will fit her more and more to become an

inspiring factor in her children's lives.

(4) In MetJiods and Character

To be fearless, courageous, honest and true, to

alleviate suffering, to cure where possible, and

iU
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always to give courage and hope, these are briefly

the primal duties and ultimate aspirations of the

efficient and good Woman Doctor or Woman

Surgeon.

For character is the one essential vital factor in

life, without which all the brains and dexterity and

diligence in the world are useless, and, indeed,

without which such gifts may be harmful and even

dangerous.

Perhaps, in the training which has been so briefly

outlined in these pages, there is no more necessary

instruction needed than that in thoroughness and

observation.

Modern education is doing much to inculcate

thoroughness, but at the back of the minds of some

onlookers there is at times a lurking fear that the

excellent, well-prepared and thought-out teaching

of the present day may have reached such a

standard that many students are literally
"
pushed

''

through their examinations, and the necessary and

thorough, grounding in culture and the education

of self, and above all the full development of the

power of observation are omitted.

Once a medical student, however, there is no

lack of opportunity of developing this faculty.

Sir William Osier in his lectures to his students

advised incessant and careful note-taking, dividing

all cases into :
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1. Clear cases.

2. Cases in which the diagnosis is doubtful.

3. Cases in which the diagnosis is impossible.

Sir James Mackenzie has gone even further

when he founded the St. Andrews Clinic for the

Investigation of Diseases before the occurrence of

any structural change in any organ of the body,
so providing a diagnosis at a period earlier than

is possible by the methods now in use. This means

further observation still, to which the student

must approach v/ith a freshness, and open-minded-

ness, and a freedom from old accepted traditions

and doctrines, if he is to do his part in adding to

our sum-total of knowledge and wisdom.

Other virtues, too—self-reliance, independent

thought, discretion, reticence and self-control, and

above all the power to have one's nerves well under

control—all these need cultivation, for they are

not necessarily the characteristics of every woman
who has the wish and determination to study and

practise medicine.
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V

CHAPTER V

THE FUTURE
" She is the creature to whom the Race is more than the

Individual, the being to whom the Future is greater than the
Present." (Schopenhauer.)

" Women's mind at the present time, even in the highest

systems of human culture, remains the greatest mystery of

the race. Throughout the whole span of the human era the

development of the mind of Woman has represented one fact

of absolutely supreme significance, namely that there has been

I expressed in it the struggle of the interests of the future

against the ascendancy in the present of those Power Systems
which arise from the activities of the male mind which rest

on force. . . . Woman has been exploited in all her capacities
as no other being has been exploited in life—out of this struggle
the mind of Woman has emerged." (Kidd—" Science of

Power.")

The Woman Doctor's Future

THE
future of the Woman Doctor, bound up

as it necessarily must be with the future of

medicine, was never more full of glorious possi-

bilities.

Sir Clifford Allbutt, speaking at a gathering
of physicians of Commonwealths, Dominions.

Colonies, and Allied and Friendly Nations, to con-

sider the lessons of a great war, says :

"
Medicine has come to a new birth and in this

regeneration has fought on no unequal terms with

other arms in a glorious campaign. It might have

132
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been supposed that in war there would be no time to

think, only to do ;
but we are surprised to receive

from the caravan of our returning pilgrims enormous

gifts to Medical Science.

In former wars, deaths by disease were many times

more numerous than by battle ; even four or five times

more. In South Africa the eiiterfe fevers were more
destructive than battle ; in this European War this

disease, owing to scientific prophylaxis, became almost

a negligible factor. Indeed, in the West, the average
health in camp was even higher than at home ; and in

bad quarters such as Salonica or Mesopotamia, prin-

ciples of pathological biology were put in action—as

they were in Panama—which brought infections down
as low as time and occasion could permit."

" This

New Birth of Medicine," he says,
"

is nothing less

than its enlargement from an art of observation and

empiricism to an applied science founded upon research ;

from a craft of tradition and sagacity to an applied
science of analysis and law ; from a descriptive code

of surface phenomena to the discovery of deeper
affinities. One marvels that a change so vast, so pro-

found, so revolutionary should have come about in

one lifetime."

Schopenhauer, in speaking of woman, has said :

"
She is the creature to whom the Race is more

than the Individual, the being to whom the Future

is greater than the Present," and perhaps it is

because of this inherent, deep-rooted, ineradicable

quality of visionary foresight that no work

attracts some women more than that of a life

service in the cause of Eugenics or Research.
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(1) Eugenics

Eugenics and its relationship to Public Health

opens up vast fields of useful work.

{a) The eradication of acute Infectious Diseases

comes within the realms of possibility to the

practical visionary with sufficient courage to fight

the present system of grants according to school

attendances and the present criminal indifierence

with regard to efficient isolation.

(6) The crusade against alcoholism and its ravages

on the physique of the coming generation and the

resulting mental deficiency and nervous instability,

is a crusade in which the great majority of

Women Doctors take their part.

(c) The elimination of Venereal Disease comes

immediately within the range of vision once its

direct connection with a high standard of morality

is realised and acted upon. And to the en-

lightened man and woman of the present day an

educative propaganda of prevention, based on a

higher moral code, self-control, and equal and

high standard of morality for both sexes, is surely

a more reasonable and efficacious solution to a very

serious problem than the shortsighted policy of

licence plus prophylaxis.

Public Health. According to the most recent

Annual Report of the Chief Medical Officer of the
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Ministry of Health we learn that there has been a

steady increase in the birth-rate, coupled with a

most striking drop in child mortality ;
for whereas,

in the years 1896-1900, the Infant Mortality of all

classes was 156 per 1000 births, it is to-day only

80 per 1000 births, one of the greatest modern

triumphs, due chiefly we may assume to the work

of the 2000 Infant Welfare Centres which have so

largely been staffed by Women Doctors.

When, however, we read the figures of mortality

among women in childbirth, we find that there has

been no improvement since the year 1894. Indeed,

no fewer than 4144 women died in childbirth in

England and Wales last year, and another 1086

from conditions associated with it. Of the 4144,

as many as 1730 died from puerperal fever, a pre-

ventable condition, proving that either the doctors,

midwives or nurses, or all three of them, are in-

sufficiently trained in asepsis and the right

surgical conduction of the case, or that at present

there is not an adequate supply of sterilised

dressings for those cases conducted in the homes

of the people. Or, again, it may mean that we

need more maternity homes or hospital accom-

modation or ante-natal centres.

We have to remember also that at the present

moment too little is done to relieve the suffering

of childbirth, and that a large proportion of
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women have to go through their ordeal without

an anaesthetic of any kind.

One ventures to say that if equally painful

surgical operations were done without anaesthesia,

the surgeon responsible for inflicting such pain

would be had up for malpraxis.

A very fine piece of work was initiated and

carried through as long ago as 1907, by Kronig and

Gauss, who published their results in the use of

scopolamine and narcophine in producing what

they termed Twilight Sleep.

Many obstetricians have had good results from

this treatment, but unfortunately there is still a

high percentage of failures, and there is urgent
need for more research in this subject.

The whole question of maternity mortality

requires full investigation, which has already been

arranged for under the supervision of a distin-

guished Woman Doctor working under the Ministry

of Health.

All these questions, including ante-natal work,

more maternity hospitals, a purer milk supply

coupled with food reform, are essentially women's

questions, in which the help of the trained medical

woman is invaluable.
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(2) Future Hospitals and Clinics

Side by side with improved medicine and surgery

must go inevitably a reformation in our present

hospital system.

The long waiting lists for admission to all our

hospitals, the need of a better classification

according to the financial position of the patient,

and the present economic difficulties of hospitals

are all serious drawbacks. Still greater are the

difficulties facing the woman who wishes to be

operated on and attended by a Woman Surgeon if

she is too poor to go into a nursing home, and if

no Woman Surgeon is on the staff of her local

general hospital.

It may be that in the near future we shall see

some of these difficulties solved.

A general trend in the direction of more team

work is showing itself in the formation of big

partnerships between specialists of the various

branches of medicine and surgery. One cannot

help hoping that the time will soon come, indeed

it is already being foreshadowed, when gynaecology

and obstetrics will fall more and more to the task

of the Woman Doctor, just as men's diseases will

remain in the hands of men doctors.

It may be that we shall follow the example
set by the eminent Mayo Brothers, and establish
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large Clinics for paying patients of all classes,

their contributions being in direct proportion to

their respective incomes.

The ideal hospital of the future will assuredly

be connected more closely than ever with the

Research Laboratory, and here only shall we find

the solution of many of our present problems in

relation to the cure of disease.

(3) Research

(a) Initial Stages of Disease

Of chief and greatest importance is research in

the Initial Stages of Disease, as is already being

done at St. Andrews Clinic under the distinguished

presidency of Sir James Mackenzie. Here investi-

gation is being carried out before any structural

change in any organ of the body has occurred.

In the ordinary ward work of the teaching hos-

pital the medical student- is taught the aetiology,

the physical signs and symptoms, the diagnosis

and the prognosis of all the principal diseases;

typical and advanced cases are studied and the

students learn how to treat best such diseases.

On entering private practice the young doctor

finds to his dismay that well-marked and typical

cases form the smaller percentage dealt with, and

that hundreds of patients come complaining of
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feelings of exhaustion, of unfitness for work, of

uncontrolled attacks of emotionalism and irrita-

bility, of unexplained sensory symptoms, un-

natural susceptibility to cold, changes in the acute-

ness of vision, and so on.

The conscientious doctor proceeds to examine

the case thoroughly, goes into the various systems

of the body, inquires into home conditions, hours

of work and sleep, amount and kind of food,

psychic conditions and general environment.

He gives instructions, orders a tonic and course of

treatment, and it is not until later on, when the

tabulating and indexing of his cases according to

the diagnosis and after results is being done that

the doctor realises how inadequate his knowledge

of the initial stages of disease is, and how in-

efficient therefore the treatment must have been,

all because the diagnoses have been so difficult or

so faulty, or even so impossible.

It is a relief to the young doctor to discover that

his lot is that of every practitioner, and to learn

that Sir James Mackenzie has started an Institute

with the express object of investigating disease

before the occurrence of any structural change in

any organ of the body, so providing a diagnosis at

a period earlier than is possible by the methods

now in use.

Sir James believes that the opportunities of the
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General practitioner are essential for the investiga-

tion of disease and the progress of medicine, be-

cause it is only he and the out-patient physician

who examine their patients during the early stages

of disease.

One of the chief objects, therefore, of the Insti-

tute is to investigate minor symptoms and maladies

which interfere with efficiency or comfort, with the

object of determining :

{a) The mechanism of their production ;

{h) Their bearing upon the future health of the

patient ;

and also to follow up patients in order to observe

the outcome of complaints. St. Andrews was

chosen because of its size, which permits of a

knowledge of the circumstances of each patient,

and because the population is not a floating one

and cases can more easily be watched for a number

of years.

A number of trained general practitioners asso-

ciated with specialists in charge of departments
for bacteriology, chemistry, radiology, and so on,

have been appointed to undertake this research,

both in their private practice and at the Institute.

These investigators set out to study means of

preventing diseases
" common among the people,'"

but first they asked :

" What are the diseases
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which are common among the people ?
""

As no

answer was forthcoming it was decided to make a

special enquiry. This enquiry soon led to another

question : "In what proportion of the cases met

with in general practice is it possible to arrive at a

diagnosis ?
""

Arriving at a diagnosis may mean simply affixing

a label to a man in accordance with one or other of

his symptoms, i.e. headache, backache, etc. This

is a method often followed, and many records

which are quoted as being authentic are built up
in this way. On the other hand, it may mean the

recognition in the patient of a known disease from

the symptoms which are characteristic of it. This

method is very difficult indeed and, as the enquiry

showed, cannot be carried out except in a small

proportion of all the cases seen.

In other words, our knowledge of the meaning
of signs and symptoms—many of them of the most

commonplace kind—is so weak that we are unable

to say what they portend or what disease they may
signify. Thus we must fail both on account of

prognosis, that is to say, anticipation, and treat-

ment.

Briefly, the results of the first year's work at St.

Andrews show that in a thousand cases only 28.32

per cent could be accurately diagnosed, which

means, in other words, that a band of workers led
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by one of the greatest physicians of the day can

arrive at an exact diagnosis in only 30 per cent

cases, and that in the other 70 per cent all that

can be done is to call a
"
headache

"
a headache,

that is to say, the case has had to be labelled by
the preponderating symptom instead of the inci-

pient disease of which it may be only one of the

symptoms.
The importance of research into these early

stages is easy to understand when one remembers

that if they are the most difficult to detect, they

are certainly the most hopeful to cure.

Again, the work of the Woman Doctor in this

branch of investigation could be invaluable.

Indeed it is difficult to see how any adequate

research could be carried out—certainly in the

realms of the initial stages of disease in gynaecology

and obstetrics—without her aid.

(6) In Malignant Disease

It is impossible to deal here with the vast ques-

tion of modern research in surgery in connection

with Malignant Disease and the progress that has

been made in recent years, due very largely to the

work and writings of such men as Sampson Handley,

Halstead, Wertheim, Kelly, Crile, Moynihan, Miles,

and many others.

^^Of late years, however, the treatment of such

4
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diseases has been largely aided by further develop-

ments in Intensive X-Ray Therapy. Just before

the War a great impetus was given to the X-Ray
Treatment of Malignant Disease by some well-

known Continental and American Radiologists by
the publishing of series of cases which included

occasional successes that might almost be described

as miraculous.

Then came the work of the Radium Institute,

and now again further developments in intensive

deep therapy, owing chiefly to the invention of

more stable X-ray tubes and apparatus of a higher

voltage, capable of being worked at the high

tension necessary if we are to get the intense

homogeneous radiation required.

Although it is early days to say much about the

ultimate success of the treatment, it is more than

conceivable that many of the cases of cancer we

are still to-day attempting to treat surgically will

fall into the hands of the Radiologist of the future,

with a resulting success that to-day seems incredible.

There is, moreover, no case in which the Woman
Doctor is more needed than in the case of cancer.

It is essential in all diseases that treatment should

be begun early, but in no disease is it of more

importance, nor is it as a rule so long delayed,

owing to the very natural dislike of the patient to

medical examination.
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Much of her terror is allayed if she finds a

Woman Doctor available, and if for the treatment

of no other disease than this, the existence and

work of the Woman Doctor is more than justified.

(4) Social Therapeutics

One of the newer fields of medicine in which the

Woman Doctor could find an attractive as well as

a really useful vocation is that of Social Diagnosis

and Therapeutics.

Of late years there has been a growing tendency

on the part of the public to resort to Christian

Science, Higher Thought, and all forms of thera-

peutic auto-suggestion and self-healing.

One cannot, however, lay the blame for this

entirely on the public, for medical psychology has

been so neglected in our medical schools and in

the practice of so many of our otherwise successful

clinicians, that patients have been tempted to

look elsewhere in those cases in which the mind

and the attitude towards life are more to blame

than the body.

Just as the Christian Scientist shuts his eyes to

the existence of the body as a cause of disease, so

the physician has only too frequently been blind

to the existence of the mind and soul.

France, ever since the days of Charcot, has never

failed, as other countries have failed, to take full
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account of the mental factors and the mental

causes and results of disease.

Dr. Calmette of Lille, for instance, was the first

to realise the importance of linking up the anti-

tuberculosis dispensary and the home by means of

the home visitor. He was the first to put into

practice the teaching of scientific hygiene in the

home of the patient, to stop wholesale drugging,

and to rely on good food, suitable open-air treatment

and, above all, happy home conditions, and, as soon

as possible, graduated work.
"
His measures have the tone of the point of

view of preventive medicine and that sound science

which we have learned to associate with the Pasteur

Institute, and all the development of medicine

which took its rise from Pasteur."^

He it was who planned the separation of children

from the neighbourhood of tuberculous parents,

and the visiting at the homes of the patients which

included the seeking out of possible contact cases.
"
This is an epoch-making change ; the physician

becomes henceforth not merely a person who stands

ready to treat disease when the accidental and

incalculable forces of custom, hearsay and natural

propinquity bring the patient to him. He becomes

now a person who actively wars against disease,

who searches it out wherever it may be found.

» Osier.
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Thus lie approaches for the first time the possi-

bility of truly preventive action, the possibility of

killing disease in its infancy or preventing its birth."

These reforms in dispensary treatment are spread-

ing to other fields than those of tuberculosis only.

Dr. Richard Cabot has advocated women Social

Workers, to work in connection with out-patient

departments and dispensaries, partly because they

are women and are for that reason more fitted to

get into close touch with patients' minds, and to

use skill and tact in management.
I cannot help feeling that it is just for this

reason that the Woman Doctor is so popular in

dispensary work. Her imagination and her know-

ledge of domestic situations and difficulties, and

her real interest in her patients is invaluable in

social diagnosis and treatment.

At the Massachusetts General Hospital the follow-

ing schedule is being used :

1 Phvaical / ^") Heredity.
1. J:'nysicai. | ^^^ Health.

/ 1. The individual.

Diagnosis
shall

charac-
terise :

,
2. His environment.

i2. Mental.

1. Physical. -

\2. Mental.

(a) Mental deficiency.

(6) Mental disease,

(c) Character and
temperament.

/ (a) Food, clothes,

housing.

(6) Industrial
conditions.

(c) School conditions.

(d) Climate. Natural

beauty or ugliness,

(a) Familyand friends.

(6) Education, play,

(c) Religion.
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I have given these tables to show how many-
sided the work of a really efficient doctor

should be if he or she wishes to be of real service,

and how short-sighted a policy it is to deal

with one small physical defect or disorder in

function only when, as usually happens, this is

merely an external manifestation of something

radically wrong in the life or home of the

patient.

The Mental Investigation oj the Patient—and by
this I do not allude to the regular psycho-analysis

or analysis of dreams of the Nerve Specialists
—is

just as necessary as the thorough medical examina-

tion for physical signs.

The patient may come to the doctor complain-

ing of a host of small disabilities but too overcome

with a haunting fear of months' or years' standing
that one of these is due to cancer or heart disease

or commencing insanity to dare to ask the doctor

the truth.

So common is this that, if the doctor is

wise, he will often forestall the hesitating ques-

tion and assure the patient of the absence of

any of these conditions. The extraordinary

relief fortunately thus so often given shown

immediately by such a marvellous change in the

appearance and even gait of the patient, gives

some idea of the preponderating inJSuence of mind
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over body and the devastating influence of secret

fear.

Social Therapeutics, apart from medical thera-

peutics, is many-sided and built up out of pains-

taking and laborious diagnosis only. It involves

a knowledge of the amount of and nature of

the fatigue, from poverty, bad housing, bad feeding,

bad living, unhappy domestic relations, unemploy-

ment, or unsuitable employment, and the like, from

which a patient is suffering.

Social Treatment is giving and constructing. We
need to give pleasure, beauty, money, informa-

tion, education, and courage, and to help build

up the power to get more of each, and none of

these is more difficult to give wisely than money !

Although practically social treatment of this

kind is being administered daily by every physician

worth his name in his own consulting-room, the

difficulty comes when we seek to provide the

average out-patient with similar help, and this is

chiefly owing to the lack of time.

Our almoner system in England as, to a great

extent, doing this work amongst the very poor,

but there seems to be a great opening for trained

Women Doctors in the inauguration of more

clinics and dispensaries for patients of all classes,

where social therapeutics can be more efficiently

and scientifically carried out.
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(5) Political Life

Social Medical Problems

The point of view of the Woman Doctor in many
of our present-day social problems is always being

asked for, and it is fairly safe to say that as time

goes on her opinion will be more and more sought

after and followed.

Just as it is difficult to get any body of doctors

to agree over any subject, so also we find that

every grade of opinion is held on every conceivable

subject by Women Doctors.

In spite of this we must acknowledge that a body
of women, highly trained not only in medical

science but also in all the special qualities essential

to the doctor, such as observation, balanced

judgment, discretion, and self-control, must neces-

sarily form a very important factor in future public

opinion.

In the case of moral and social hygiene Women
Doctors havp already shown themselves almost

unanimously against notification of Venereal

Disease, ablution centres, and any system involving

compulsory medical examination just as they

have thrown themselves heart and soul into ante-

natal work and child welfare.
"
For the race rather than the individual."
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If the woman's point of view demands an educative

campaign of prevention and insists upon the possi-

bility and necessity of a higher code of morality,

rather than a curative campaign implying un-

avoidable and easily forgiven licence followed by
the wholesale contracting of Venereal Disease the

cure of v:hich is to be paid for by the Government.

If the Woman Doctor hesitates in sanctioning this,

who can blame her ?

Last year the cost of the V.D. Clinics alone

came to £224,716, the total number of new cases

being 105,000, and the total number of attendances

1,488,000.

It must remain to the thoughtful Woman Doctor

a question whether it would not be wiser to spend
such sums of money in improving the condition of

innocent necessitous men and women, and in the

future insist on each patient paying something
towards the cure of diseases by no means always

innocently contracted.

The question of Conception Control is another

subject which has recently been much under the

consideration of the public. It is notable, how-

ever, that this birth control by artificial means has

been suggested and preached by a few advocates

outside the profession, and that the more emi-

nent and sane of our gynaecologists have severely

let the matter alone.
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Here again the Woman Doctor's experiences and

advice will be invaluable to mankind. In all such

questions each case must of necessity be judged
on its own merits and there must always be a

certain amount of danger in generalising, especially

if the doctrines preached are of doubtful scientific

and moral value.

Archbishop Spalding, in an address given at the

College of Jesu, Rome, has foreseen the influence

of the future woman, and has pleaded for this very
reason for enlarging her opportunities.

"
If we are to have a race of enlightened, noble

'

and brave men/' he says,
"
we must give to women

the best education it is possible for her to receive.

She has the same fright as man to become all that

she may be, to know whatever may be known, to

do whatever is fair, and just and good. In soul

there is no sex. If we have half the race in ignor-

ance, how shall we hope to lift the other half into

the light of truth and love ? Let women's mental

power increase, let her influence grow, and more

and more she will stand by the side of man as a

helper in all his struggles to make the Will of God

prevail. . . . She will work to purify life, to make

justice, temperance and chastity prevail. She is J
more unselfish, more capable of enthusiasm for

spiritual things, she has more sympathy with what

is beautiful, noble and God-like in man/' J
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The Future

A wonderful future awaits the Woman Doctor
—whether she chooses the hard, exacting, over-

worked lot of the general practitioner with its

marvellous opportunities of helping not only to

cure disease and conquer pain, but also of in-

fluencing the future men and women in their

standards of health and morality
—whether she

chooses the fields of specialism, or Government

Service, or municipal or educational work, or

whether she finds her vocation in pathology or

research in the newer fields of entomology and

its relation to Medical Science—or whether she

decides to take her medical training only as a by-

path to her ultimate goal of entering the House of

Commons and doing her part in attaining some of

the more important health reforms, so necessary

to the social well-being of the nation.

But it is only with the experience of years of

steady practice, with its responsibilities, rebuffs,

waves of unpopularity, successes and failures, with

its constant post-graduate study and, if possible,

its quinquennial periods of clinical travel, that she

will at last make herself felt as a vital factor in the

progress of medicine or surgery, or in the preven-

tion of disease, or in the civic or political life of the

future.
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And of that future ? Who can say ? Woman,
free, educated, self-reliant, through her dominant

power of emotion subordinating the present to the

future, transmitting through one generation to

another, with visionary foresight, ideals, aims,

powers of achievement and self-sacrifice, funds of

endurance and courage and hope.

With this new birth of the Modern Woman has

come the dawning of a future, hitherto undreamed

of—a relationship between man and woman, pro-

ductive in its intellectual and spiritual and mental

as well as physical contacts
;
future social problems,

especially moral problems, dealt with funda-

mentally ; no limit to further discoveries in the

fields of science, because of the utilising of every
side of human experience and knowledge. Woman's

as well as Man's.

We cannot doubt that the Woman Doctor of

the future will give to the scientific world gifts of

a value we cannot yet measure, and a service to

humanity illimitable in its fearlessness and devo-

tion.

h
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I

FIRST REGISTERED MEDICAL WOMEN IN
GREAT BRITAIN

1858. *Dr. Elizabeth Blackwell (M.D. Geneva, New
York).

1866. *Dr. Elizabeth Garrett Anderson (M.D. Paris,

L.S.A.).

1877. Dr. Eliza Walker Dunbar (M.D. Zurich).
Dr. Frances Hoggan (M.D. Zurich).
Dr. Sophia Jex-Blake (M.D. Bern).
Dr. Louisa Atkins (M.D. Zurich).
Dr. Edith Pechey (M.D. Bern).

1878. Dr. Annie Reay Barker (M.D. Paris).

Dr. Ann Clark (M.D. Bern).
Dr. Agnes M'Laren (M.D. Montpellier).
Dr. Anna Dahms (M.D. Paris).

1879. Miss Jane E. Waterston.

Dr. Alice Ker (M.D. Bern).
Dr. Eliza F. M'Donogh Frikart (M.D. Zurich).

1880. Dr. Mary Marshall (M.D. Paris).

Dr. Matilda Chaplin Ayrton (M.D. Paris).

Mrs. Foggo.
Mrs. Grant.

Miss Alice Vickery
Miss Fanny Butler.

Mrs. Rushbrook.
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1881. Miss Edith Shove (M.B. Lond., 1882).
*

Mrs. Mears.

Miss Alice Marston.

Dr. Hope Adams Walther (M.D. Bern).
Mrs. de la Cherois.

1882. Mrs. Julia Mitchell.

Miss Katherine Mitchell.

Miss Julia Cock.

Mrs. Mary Scharlieb (M.B. and B.S. Lond.).
1883. Miss Adela Bosanquet (Cert. Sanit. Sci.).

Mrs. Lougheed (Cert. Sanit. Sci.).

Mrs. Bird.

Miss Lucy Cradock.

Miss Arabella Kenealy.
Miss Constance Hitchcock.

Miss Emily Tomlinson (M.B. Lond.).
Miss Helen Prideaux (M.B. and B.S. Lond.).

1884. Miss Margaret Morice.

Miss Mary M'George.
Mrs. Russell Watson.

Mrs. Mary E. Dowson.
Dr. Ann M'Call (M.D. Bern).
*Miss Laetitia Bernard (M.B. Lond.).
Miss Jane Walker.

1885. Dr. Elizabeth Beilby (M.D. Bern).
Miss Clarinda Boddy.
Miss Cathleen Graham.
Miss Catherine T. Urquhart.
Miss Mary E. Pailthorpe (M.B. Lond.).

All except those marked hold one or more diplomas
from the Irish College of Physicians, with or without a

University degree in addition.
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II

TABLE SHOWING THE MEDICAL SCHOOLS OF
GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND, AND THE
RESPECTIVE NUMBERS OF THEIR MEDICAL
STUDENTS

London

Bedford College

Charing Cross .

East London College

King's College

Hospital Medical School

Social School .

London Hospital Medical College
London School of Medicine for Women
Middlesex

Royal Dental Hospital School

St. Bartholomew's

St. George's
St. Mary's
St. Thomas's .

University College

,, Hospital
Westminster Hospital

Provinces

Birmingham
Bristol .

Durham .

Women,
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III

THE MEDICAL WOMEN'S FEDERATION

Officers for 1922

President :

Lady Barrett, C.B.E., M.D., M.S.

Vice-Presidents :

Miss Frances Ivens, M.S.

Miss Mabel Ramsey, M.D., F.R.C.S. Edin.

Hon. Treasurer :

Miss Aldrich-Blake, M.D., M.S.

Hon. Secretary :

D. F. M. Dickinson Berry.

Offices :

9, Clifford Street, New Bond Street, W. 1.

The following Associations, including 696 members,
are affiliated :

—
1 . The London Association :

President : Dr. L. Martindale, J.P.

Hon. Sec. : Dr. Esther Harding.

2. The Birmingham and District Association :

President : Dr. Beatrice Webb.

Hon. Sec. : Dr. Frances Braid.

3. The Yorkshire Association :

President : Dr. Margaret Sharp.

Hon. Sec. : Dr. Dorothy Priestley.

4. The Manchester and District Association :

Chairman : Dr. M. Douglas-Drummond.
Hon. Sec. : Dr. Lily Stopford.
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6. The Liverpool and District Association :

President : Miss Ivens, M.S.

Hon. Sec. : Dr. Phoebe Bigland.

6. The North-Eastern Association :

President : Di. Lillie Johnson.

Hon. Sec. : Dr. Ethel Williams.

7. The Scottish Eastern Association :

President : Dr. Russell.

Hon. Sec. : Dr. Torrance Thomson.

8. The Glasgow and West Scotland Association.

President : Dr. Marion Gilchrist.

Hon. Sec. : Dr. Agnes Cameron.

9. The South-Western Association.

President : Dr. Rosa Bale.

Hon. Sec. : Dr. Mary D. Barfett.

10. The East-Midland Association.

President : Dr. Sarah Gray.

Hon. Sec. : Dr. G. G. Davis.

IV

HOSPITALS STAFFED BY WOMEN DOCTORS
ONLY

(a) General Hospitals for Women and Children,

England.

1. Elizabeth Garrett Anderson Hospital.
2. The South London Hospital.
3. The Canning Town Women's Settlement Hospital.
4. The New Sussex Hospital, Brighton.
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Scotland.

5. The Edinburgh Hospital and Dispensary for

Women and Children, and the Hospice.

(b) Maternity Hospital.

6. The Clapham Maternity Hospital.

(c) Children's Hospitals,

7. The Roll of Honour Hospital.
8. The Manchester Babies Hospital.

ELIZABETH GARRETT ANDERSON HOSPITAL

Patrons :

Her Majesty Queen Alexandra.

Her Majesty Queen Amelie of Portugal.
H.R.H. the Princess Louise, Duchess of Argyll.
H.R.H. the Princess Beatrice.

His Grace the Archbishop of Canterbury.

Vice-Presidents :

The Duchess of Marlborough.
Hariot, Marchioness of Dufferin and Ava.

The Marchioness of Londonderry.
Julia, Dowager Marchioness of Tweeddale.

The Dowager Countess of Derby.
The Dowager Countess of Granville.

Susan, Countess of Malmesbury.
The Countess of Minto.

The Countess of Portarlington.
The Viscountess Jellicoe.
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The Lady Frances Balfour.

The Lady Battersea.

The Lady Camoys.
The Lady Bertha Dawkins.

Lady Trevelyan.
The Rt. Rev. The Bishop of Chester.

The Hon. and Very Rev. The Dean of Hereford.

Mrs. W. Charles Gale.

Miss Mabel Holland.

Mrs. Alice Westlake.

Trustees :

A. Gordon Pollock, Esq.
Sir Alan Anderson, K.B.E.

L. T. Bartholomew, Esq.

Trustees, Pathological Fund :

A. Gordon Pollock, Esq.
Miss F. R. Wilkinson.

Medical Staff

Physicians for In-Patients :

Mrs. Flemming, M.D.
Miss Hamilton, M.D., B.S.

Surgeons for In-Patients :

Miss Aldrich-Blake, M.D., M.S.

Miss Chadburn, M.D., B.S.

Physicians and Surgeons for Out-Patients :

Miss Bolton, M.D., B.S.

Miss Rawlins, M.B., B.S.

Miss M. Paine, M.D.
Miss D. C. Hare, M.D., M.R.C.P.

Miss Hounsfield, M.B., B.S.

Miss S. I. Welsh, M.D., M.R.C.P.
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OphtJialmic Surgeon :

Miss Amy Sheppard, M.B., D.P.H.

Children's Department :

Miss Peake, M.B., B.S.

Throat and Ear Department :

Miss Lowry, M.B., B.S.

Evening Clinics :

Skin Department : Miss Hamilton, M.D., B.S.

Special Cases : Miss Rawlins, M.B., B.S.

Electrical Department :

Miss C. C. Bernard, L.M.S.S.A.

Mechano-Therapeutic Department :

Miss Alstrom, M.B., B.S.

Pathological Department :

Miss E. H. Lepper, M.B., B.S.

Mrs. Forrester, M.B., B.S.

Senior Assistants to Out-Patient Department :

Miss Benham, M.D., B.S.

Miss Alstrom, M.B., B.S.

Miss E. M. Hardinge, M.D., B.S., M.R.C.P.
Miss Dickinson, M.B., Ch.B.

Miss Dunbar, M.D., B.S.

Mrs. Wright, M.B., B.S.

Mrs. Pinkerton, M.B., B.S.

Mrs. Shields, M.B., B.S.

Ophthalmic Assistant :

Miss Rathkens, M.D., B.S. Durh.

Obstetricians :

Miss Chadburn, M.D., B.S.

Miss Davies-CoUey, M.D., F.R.G.S.
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Assistant Obstetrician :

Miss A. Doherty, M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P.

Ancesthetists :

Miss Browne, L.S.A.

Miss Payne, M.D.
Mrs. Tyndal Robertson, M.B., Ch.B.

Senior Clinical Assistant. Evening Clinics :

Miss Ruth Balmer, M.B., B.S.

Resident Medical Officers :

Miss J. McGill, M.B., B.S.

Miss Haggett, M.B., B.S.

Miss Coombes, M.B., B.S.

Miss Trouton, M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P.
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VI

THE SOUTH LONDON HOSPITAL FOR WOMEN
(Incorporated)

Patron :

Her Majesty the Queen.

President :

The Marchioness of Londonderry, D.B.E.

Vice-Presidents :

The Duchess of Marl-

borough.
The Duchess of AtholL

The Duchess of Suther-

land.

The Duchess of West-

minster.

The Marchioness of Salis-

bury.

Hariot, Marchioness of

Dufferin and Ava.

Winifred, Countess of

Arran.

The Countess of Selborne.

The Countess of Brassey.
The Viscountess Middle -

ton.

The Viscountess Cowdray.
The Viscountess Dupplin.

Muriel, ViscountessHelms-

ley.

The Lady Edward Spencer
Churchill.

The Lady Gwendoline

Cecil.

The Lady Robert Cecil.

The Lady Mary Cooke.

The Lady Betty Balfour.

The Lady Mary Ark-

wright.
The Lady Bertha Daw-

kins.

The Lord Bishop of Win-
chester.

The Lord Bishop of

Oxford.

The Lord Bishop of

Chichester.

The Lord Bishop of South-

wark.

The Bishop of Woolwich.

Bishop Hook.
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Vice-Presidents—continued.

The Lady Willoughby de

Broke.

The Lady Templemore.
The Lord Tennyson.
The Lady Emmott.
The Hon. Mrs. Eric Chap-

lin.

The Hon.Mrs. E.S.Talbot.

Sir Rickman Godlee ,
Bart .

,

F.R.C.S., K.C.V.O.

Sir Norman Lockyer,

K.C.B., F.R.S.

Lady Lockyer.
Sir Edward Busk, M.A.,
LL.B.

Lady Busk.

Lady Scott Moncrieff.

Lady Wright.

Capt. John P. Boyd-Car-

penter.
Mrs. John P. Boyd-Car-

penter.
Mrs. Lewis Balfour.

Mrs. Burge.
Miss Emily Davies, LL.D.
Mrs. Henry Fawcett,
LL.D.

Mrs. Hook.
Charles Kerr, Esq.
F. G. Adair Roberts, Esq.,

J.P.

Miss Elizabeth Robins.

Trustees

The Lady Robert Cecil.

Miss M. Chadburn, M.D.,
B.S.

Miss B. M. Davidson.

E. L. FrankHn, Esq., J.P.

Miss H. S. Weaver.

H. M. Phipson, Esq.
Miss C. M. Rivington.
F. G. Adair Roberts, Esq.,

J.P.

Alex. Travers Hawes,Esq.,
J.P.

Medical Officers

Consulting Surgeons :

Mrs. Scharlieb, C.B.E., M.D., M.S.

Miss TurnbuU, C.B.E., M.D., B.S.

Miss Roberts, O.B.E., M.D., B.S.

Physicians :

Miss Eraser, M.B., B.S.

Miss Pulteney, M.D.
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Surgeons :

Miss Chadburn, M.D., B.S.

Miss Davies-Colley, M.D., F.R.C.S.

Ophthalmic Surgeon :

Miss Ford, M.B., D.O.

Assistant Physicians :

Miss Thackrah, M.D., B.S.

Miss Peake, M.D., B.S.

Miss Hutchison, M.D.

Assistant Surgeons :

Miss Huxley, M.D., Ch.B., B.Sc.

Miss Dearnley, M.D., B.S.

Miss Lewis, M.B., M.S., F.R.C.S.

Children's Department.

Physician :

Miss E. M. Pickard, M.D., B.S.

Assistant Physician :

Miss King, M.D., B.S.

Pathologist :

Miss Wiiittingham, O.B.E., M.B., B.S., D.P.H.

Assistant Pathologist :

Miss O'Flynn, L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S.

Radiographer :

Miss Bernard, M.A., L.M.S.S.A.

Anaesthetists :

Mrs. Tindal-Robertson, M.B., Cli.B., D.P.H.
Mrs. Johnston, M.D.
Miss Roth, L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S.
Mrs. Marshall, M.B., Ch.B.
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Venereal Disease Department,

Skin Clinic : Mrs. Savill, M.A., M.D., M.R.C.P.I.

Gyncecological Clinic : Mrs. Tindal-Robertson, M.B,

Ch.B., D.P.H.

Assistant Medical Officer : Miss Logan, M.D., B.S.

Dental Surgeon :

Miss Vincent, L.D.S., R.C.S.

House Physician :

Miss Gray, M.B., Ch.B.

House Surgeon :

Miss MacLean, M.B., Ch.B.
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VII

CANNING TOWN WOMEN'S SETTLEMENT
HOSPITAL

(Incorporated)

President :

The Marchioness of Aberdeen and Temair.

Vice-Presidents :

Mrs. Percy Alden, M.D. Mrs. Le Lacheur.

Miss Conder. Miss Marjorie Lees.

Mrs. T. Coote. Kev. F. W. Newland, M.A.
Mrs. J. S. Curwen. Rev. W. Reason.

Mrs. Fairbairn. Mrs. Perronet Sells.

Mrs. J. Haworth. Lady Spicer.
Mrs. W. Hazell. Mrs. F. H. Stead.

Mrs. C. S. Home. Norman H. Smith, M.A.
Mrs. W. W. Howard. Miss Tillyard.

Consulting Staff :

Mrs. Scharlieb, M.S., M.D.
Dundas Grant, Esq., M.A., M.D., F.R.C.S.

F. Bowreman Jesset, Esq., F.R.C.S.

Mrs. Percy Flemming, M.D.
Miss Aldrich-Blake, M.S., M.D.

Dental Surgeon :

J. F. Turner, Esq., F.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., L.D.S.

Ophthalmic Surgeon :

Miss Amy Sheppard, M.B.
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Visiting Staff.

Physicians :

Miss Margaret Thackrah, M.D.
Miss E. Pickard, M.D., B.S.

Assistant Physician :

Miss E. M. Harding, M.D., B.S.

Surgeons :

Miss Bolton, M.D., M.S.

Miss M. I. Hounsfield, M.R.C.S., M.B., B.S.

A. E. Kennedy, Esq., M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P.

Assistant Surgeon :

Miss H. G. Johnson, M.B., B.S., L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S.

Ancesthetist :

Miss M. A. Blair, M.D.

Pathologist :

Miss Whittingham, M.B.

Radiographer :

Resident Medical Officer :

Miss Alice Owen, L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S.
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VIII

NEW SUSSEX HOSPITAL FOR WOMEN AND
CHILDREN, BRIGHTON

Patron :

H.R.H. The Princess RoyaL

Cliairman of the Board of Management :

The Countess Buxton, G.B.E.

Vice-Chairman :

Mrs. Herbert Jones.

Trustees :

F. E. Cobb, Esq. Miss M. Lawrence.

A. O. Jennings, Esq. Miss Elizabeth Robins.

Miss M. E. VerraU, M.B.E.

Vice-Presidents :

The Lady Margaret Orr-Ewing.
The Countess Sondes.

The Dowager Countess Brassey.
The Countess Buxton.

The Viscountess Cowdray.
The Lady Leconfield.

The Lady Denman.
The Hon. Mrs. Campion.
The Hon. Lady CunUffe.

Elizabeth, Lady Milbanke.

Mrs. Yates Thompson.
Miss M. E. VerraU, M.B.E.
A. 0. Jennings, Esq., LL.B., J.P.
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Hon. Treasurers :

The Viscountess Rhondda. E. F. Gribble, Esq.

Board of Management :

The Countess Buxton, Mrs. Griffith, M.R.C.S.,

G.B.E. L.R.C.P.

Mrs. Cobb. Mrs. Herbert Jones.

F. W. Cobb, Esq. Miss M. Lawrence.

Lady Cusack-Smith. Miss Martindale, M.D.,
Col. Sir Berry Cusack- B.S. Lond., J.P.

Smith, K.C.M.G. Miss F. de G. Merrifield.

The Hon. Ismay Fitz- Mrs. Cuthbert RatclifEe.

Gerald. Miss Elizabeth Robins.

Mrs. G. S. Godfree. Mrs. Scatliff, M.B.

E. F. Gribble, Esq. E. Stafford, Esq.
Mrs. Montague Williams.

Medical Staff.

Consulting Physician :

Mrs. Flemming, M.D. (Physician, Elizabeth Garrett

Anderson Hospital, London).

Consulting Surgeon :

Miss Aldrich-Blake, M.S., M.D. (Senior Surgeon, Eliza-

beth Garrett Anderson Hospital, London).

Visiting Physicians and Surgeons :

Miss Martindale, M.D., B.S. Lond., Senior Surgeon.
Mrs. Scatliff, M.B., Physician and Anaesthetist.

Mrs. Griffith, M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., Assistant Surgeon.
Miss Brand, L.S.A., Assistant Physician to Out-

Patients.

Mrs. Vance, M.B., B.Ch., Assistant Physician to Out-

Patients.

Miss Dobson, M.D. Lond., Ophthalmic Surgeon.

Mrs.HolmesSiedle,B.A.,L.D.S.,R.C.S.,Dental Surgeon.
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IX

THE EDINBURGH HOSPITAL AND DISPEN-
SARY FOR WOMEN AND CHILDREN,

AND HOSPICE

Officers of the Hospital, Dispensary
AND Hospice.

President :

The Marchioness Dowager of Bute.

Vice-Presidents :

The Lady Frances Bal- Lady Beilby.
four. Lady Houldsworth.

The Lady Novar. Mrs. Robert Simson.

The Lady Kinross. Miss E. C. Wright.

Trustees :

Hospital : Hospice :

Mrs. Mears, L.K.Q.C.P.I. Mrs. Wallace Williamson.

Dr. Isabel Venters. Sir William S. Haldane,
Sir George T. Beilby, W.S.

LL.D., F.R.S. H. O. Tarbolton, Esq.,
Sir William S. Haldane, F.R.I.B.A.

W.S.

Consulting Staff :

Professor Alexis Thomson, M.D., F.R.C.S.

Mrs. Mears, L.K.Q.C.P.I.
Miss Emily Thomson, L.R.C.P. & S. Edin.,

M.B., CM.
Mrs. A. M. Chalmers Watson, M.D., C.B.E.
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Attending Medical Officers,

Physicians :

Miss Marian Erskine, L.R.C.P. & S.

Mrs. A. B. Lothian, M.B., Ch.B., D.P.H.
Mrs. Mary MacNicol, L.R.C.P. & S. Edin.

Surgeons :

Miss Isabel Venters, M.B., CM., L.R.C.S.

Miss Gertrude Herzfeld, M.B., Ch.B.

Obstetric Physicians :

Miss Joan K. Rose, M.A., M.B., Ch.B.

Miss Adeline H. Campbell, M.B., Ch.B.

Radiologist :

Miss Marian Erskine, L.R.C.P. & S.

Dental Surgeon :

Miss A. M. Limont, L.D.S.

Dispensary Physicians :

Mrs. Alexandra B. Lothian, M.B., Ch.B.

Miss Joan K. Rose, M.A., M.B., Ch.B.

Mrs. Mary MacNicol, L.R.C.P. & S. Edin.

Miss Adeline H. Campbell, M.B., Ch.B.
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THE CLAPHAM MATERNITY HOSPITAL

Patron :

The Marchioness of Dufferin and Ava.

Hon. Medical Staff.

Director, Visiting Physician and Lecturer :

Dr. Annie McCall.

Hon. Consulting Physicians :

Mary Smith, L.R.C.P. & S.

Mabel Poulter, M.B., Ch.B. Glasgow.

Hon. Consulting Ophthalmic Surgeon :

Amy Sheppard, M.B. Lond., D.P.H. Camb.

Examiners :

M. Smith, L.R.C.P. & S. Edin.

Mrs. Turle Saint, L.R.C.P. & S. Edin.

Mabel Poulter, M.B., Ch.B. Glasgow.

Resident Assistant Physician :

Janet Murray, M.B.

Battersea Maternity Branch.

Dr. Mabel Poulter.

(Out-Patient Centre.)

Tuberculin Dispensary.

Physicians :

Annie McCall, M.D. Mary Smith, L.R.C.P. & S.

Janet Turnbull, M.B., Ch.B.
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XI

THE ROLL OF HONOUR HOSPITAL

[Closed down since this book went to Press.]
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XII

MANCHESTER BABIES' HOSPITAL
BuRNAGE Lane, Levenshulme

President :

Lady Rochdale.

Vice-Presidents :

Her Grace the Duchess of Marlborough.
Miss Margaret Ashton, M.A.

Sir Henry Miers, M.A., D.Sc, Ph.D., F.R.S.

Trustees :

Sir D. Drummond Eraser.

Sir Henry Miers.

Sir Christopher T. Needham.

Hon. Consulting Physician :

Helen G. Saul, M.D. Bern, L.S.A.

Hon. Visiting Physicians :

Catherine Chisholm, B.A., M.D. Manch.

Nesta H. Perry, M.B., Ch.B. Manch.

Florence Robinson, M.B. Lond.

Hon. Registrar :

Nesta H. Perry, M.B., Ch.B. Manch.

Hon. Assistant Registrar :

Madge Robertson, M.D. Glas.
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XIII

LONDON (ROYAL FREE HOSPITAL) SCHOOL
OF MEDICINE FOR WOMEN

Teaching Staff

I. Medicine

Principles and Practice of Medicine :

J. Walter Carr, C.B.E., M.D., F.R.C.P.

Clinical Medicine :

J. Walter Carr, C.B.E., M.D., F.R.C.P.

Arthur G. Phear, C.B., M.D., F.R.C.P.

Williams P. S. Branson, C.B.E., M.D., F.R.C.P.

Percy W. Saunders, M.B., F.R.C.P.

Hazel Chodak Gregory, M.D., M.R.C.P.

II. Surgery

Principles and Practice of Surgery :

Clinical Surgery :

Louisa B. Aldrich-Blake, M.S.

Joseph Cunning, B.S., F.R.C.S.

Cecil A. Joll, M.S., F.R.C.S.

Lionel E. C. Norbury, O.B.E., B.S., F.R.C.S.

Clement E. Shattock, M.S., F.R.C.S.

E. Catherine Lewis, M.S., F.R.C.S.

III. Obstetrics and Gynecology

Obstetrical and Gyncecology Unit :

A. Louise Mcllroy, M.D., D.Sc, Professor of Obstetrics

and Gynaecology.
Gertrude Dearnley, M.D., B.S., First Assistant.

Charlotte L. Houlton, M.D., B.S., Second Assistant.
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OyncBCology :

Ethel Vaughan-Sawyer, M.D., B.S.

IV. Pathology

George Scott Williamson, M.C., M.B., Ch.B. Edin./

Pathologist, Director of Pathological Studies.

Mary Schofield, L.R.C.P., M.K.C.S., Clinical Patho-

logist and Assistant Director of Pathological
Studies.

Kathleen Armstrong, L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S., Assistant to

the Pathologist.

Registrars and Curators of the Museum :

Dorothy Hare, C.B.E., M.D., M.R.C.P., D.P.H.
Constantine Lambrinudi, L.R.C.P., F.R.C.S.

Dorothea Taylor, M.B., B.S. Lond.

V. Hygiene and Public Health

A. G. R. Foulerton, F.R.C.S., D.P.H.

VI. Diseases of the Eye

M. L. Hepburn, M.D., B.S., F.R.C.S.

VII. Diseases of the Nose, Throat and Ear

J. Gay French, M.B., M.S., F.R.C.S.

VIII. Diseases of the Skin

Haldin Davis, M.B., B.Ch. Oxon, F.R.C.S.

IX. Mental Pathology

J. G. Porter Phillips, M.D., M.R.C.P.

X. Forensic Medicine and Toxicology

B. H. Spilsbury, M.B., B.Ch. Oxon.
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XI. Tropical Medicine

Lt.-Col. Sir Leonard Rogers, CLE.

XII. Instruction in the Use op Anesthetics

Anne Gilliatt, M.B., B.S. Lond.

Barbara Sprott, M.B., B.S. Lond.

Claude W. Morris, O.B.E., L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S.

Niel MacDonald, M.B., Ch.B. Manch.

XIII. In Charge op Electro-Radiographic
Department

E. Ulysses Williams, O.B.E., L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S.

XIV. Massage and X-Ray Department

Justina Wilson, L.R.C.P. Ed., L.M.S.S.A. Lond.

XV. Dental Department

Lily F. Harwood, L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S., L.D.S., R.C.S.

Eng., Surgeon-Dentist in Charge.
Cecil A. JoU, M.D., M.S., F.R.C.S., Tutor and Lecturer

to Dental Students.

XVI. Anatomy

Mary F. Lucas Keene, M.B., B.S. Lond., Lecturer in

Anatomy.
E. Catherine Lewis, M.B., M.S. Lond., F.R.C.S., Senior

Demonstrator.

Mary I. Hounsfield, M.B., B.S. Lond., Demonstrator.

Doris E. F. Goodall, M.B., Ch.B., B.Sc. Birm., L.R.C.P.,

M.R.C.S., Demonstrator.

Marian N. Bostoch, M.D., B.S. Lond.

Victor Ellwood, M.D. Oxon.

Hilda G. Johnson, L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S.

Oswald R. KeUy, M.B., B.S. Lond., F.R.C.S.
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Robert A. Kerr, M.B., B.Ch. Belfast, F.R.C.S.

Eng.
David R. Owen, L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S.

Esther Richards, M.B., B.S. Lond.

John J. Savage, L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S.

XVII. Physiology

Winifred Cullis, O.B.E., D.Sc., Professor of Phy-
siology.

Evelyn Hewer, M.Sc., Lecturer in Histology, and
Demonstrator of Physiology.

Muriel Bond, B.Sc., Senior Demonstrator.

Marion Wiltshire, B.Sc., Demonstrator.

Margaret Boss-Johnson, Nat. Sci. Tripos, Camb.,
Demonstrator.

Dorothy Woodman, B.Sc, Demonstrator.

XVIII. Pharmacology and Pharmacy

Fred. Ransom, M.D., Professor of Pharmacology.
Eleanor M. Scarborough, M.B., B.S., Demonstrator.

Dorothy Maughan, M.P.S., Lecturer and Teacher of

Practical Pharmacy.

XIX. Chemistry

John A. Gardner, M.A., F.I.C., Lecturer in Organic

Chemistry, University Reader in Physiological

Chemistry.

Sibyl T. Widdows, B.Sc, F.I.C., Lecturer in Inorganic

Chemistry.

Efjie I. Taylor, Nat. Sci. Trip. Cantab., Senior Demon-
strator.

May Williams, B.Sc, Senior Demonstrator.

Dorothy Arning, M.A., Oxon, Demonstrator.

Florence Silk, B.Sc, Demonstrator.
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XX. Physics

Mary D, Waller, B.Sc, Lecturer.

Winifred A. Leyshort, B.Sc, Senior Demonstrator.

Teresa Joseph Dillon, B.Sc, Demonstrator.

Ellen O'Connor, M.Sc, Demonstrator.

XXI. Biology

George P. Mudge, A.R.C.Sc, Lecturer.

Norah Laycock, B.Sc, Assistant Lecturer.

Dorothy Taylor, B.Sc, Demonstrator.

Dean : Louisa B. Aldrich-Blake, M.D., M.S.

Honorary Secretary : May Thome, O.B.E., M.D.,
F.R.C.S.I.

Warden and Secretary : Louie M. Brooks.

Assistant Secretary : Agneta Beauchamp, O.B.E.

Registrar : E. Muriel Jukes, B.A.

Librarian : Margaret Reed.

Junior Assistant Secretary : Margaret F. CulverwelL

Medical Officers at the Royal Free

Hospital.

Consulting Physician :

Harrington Sainsbury, O.B.E., M.D. Lond., F.R.C.P.

Consulting Surgeons :

Albert Boyce Barrow, M.B. Lond., F.R.C.S.

James Berry, M.B., B.S. Lond., F.R.C.S.

Willmott H. Evans, M.D., B.S., B.Sc Lond., F.R.C.S.

Louisa B. Aldrich-Blake, M.S., M.D. Lond.

Consulting Physicians for Diseases of Women :

Mary A. D. Scharlieb, C.B.E., M.S., M.D. Lond.

Lady Barrett, C.B.E., M.S., M.D. Lond.
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Consulting Ophthalmic Surgeon :

H. Work Dodd, F.R.C.S.

Physicians :

J. Walter Carr, C.B.E., M.D. Lond., F.R.C.P.

Arthur George Phear, C.B., B.A., M.D. Cantab.,
F.R.C.P.

William P. S. Branson, C.B.E., M.D. Cantab., F.R.C.P.

Surgeons :

Joseph Cunning, M.B., B.S. Mel., F.R.C.S.

Cecil A. JoU, M.S. Lond., F.R.C.S.

Physician for Disease of Women :

Ethel Vaughan-Sawyer, M.D., B.S. Lond.

Obstetrician and Gyncecologist :

A. Louise Mcllroy, M.D., D.Sc. Glas.

Ophthalmic Surgeon :

Malcolm L. Hepburn, M.D., B.S. Lond., F.R.C.S.

Surgeon for Diseases of the Skin :

Haldin Davis, M.B., B.Ch. Oxon, F.R.C.S.

Surgeon for Diseases of Throat and Ear :

J. Gay French, M.B., M.S. Lond., F.R.C.S.

Assistant Physicians :

Percy W. Saunders, B.A., M.D. Toronto, F.R.C.P.

Lond.

Hazel Chodah Gregory, M.D. Lond., M.R.C.P.

Assistant Surgeons :

Lionel E. C. Norbury, O.B.E., M.B., B.S. Lond.,

F.R.C.S.

Clement E. Shattock, M.S., M.D. Lond., F.R.C.S.

E. Catherine Lewis, M.S. Lond., F.R.C.S.
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Pathologist :

G. Scott Williamson, M.C., M.B., Ch.B. Edin.

Clinical Pathologist :

Mary Schofield, L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S. Eng.

Assistant to the Pathologist :

Kathleen Armstrong, L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S. Eng.

Dental Surgeon :

Lily F. Harwood, L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S., L.D.S., R.C.S.

Eng.

X-Ray and Electrical Department :

Radiographer : E. Ulysses Williams, O.B.E., L.R.C.P.,

M.R.C.S.

Superintendent of Physical Exercises and Massage :

Justina Wilson, L.M.S.S.A.

Assistants in Obstetrics and Gyncecology :

Gertrude Dearnley, M.D., B.S. Lond.

Charlotte L. Houlton, M.D., B.S. Lond.

Registrars :

Medical: Dorothy Hare, C.B.E., M.D., M.R.C.P.,

D.P.H.

Surgical : Constantino Lambrinudi, F.R.C.S.

Gyncecological and Obstetrical (Pathol.) : Dorothea

Taylor, M.B., B.S. Lond.

Anaesthetists :

Anne Gilliatt, M.B., B.S. Lond.

Barbara Sprott, M.B., B.S. Lond.

Claude W. Morris, O.B.E., L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S., M.B.,
B.S. Burh.

Niel McDonald, M.B., Ch.B. Manch.
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Clinical Assistants :

Medical :

James Browning Alexander, M.D., Ch.B. Glas.

J. Norman Glaister, M.B., B.S. Lond.

Throaty Nose and Ear :

Anne Gilliatt, M.B., B.S. Lond.

Sophia Seekings Friel^ M.D., B.S. Lond.

Ella M. Barker, M.B., B.S. Lond.

Gyncecological :

Margaret Rorke, M.B., Ch.B. Glas.

Elizabeth H. Schwab, M.B., B.S. Lond.

May G. Williams, L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S.

Surgical :

Harold E. Gibson, M.D., B.Ch. Oxon.

Senior Assistants Venereal Diseases Department :

Oswald T. Dinnick, M.B. Toronto, F.R.C.S. Edin.

Margaret Borke, M.B., Ch.B. Glas.

Junior Assistants, Venereal Diseases Department :

Elizabeth H. Schwab, M.B., B.S. Lond.

E. Joyce Partridge, L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S.

Senior Resident Medical Officer :

Ellen Sylk, M.B., B.S. Lond.

Resident Obstetric Officer :

Vacant.

House Physicians :

Kathleen Ardell, L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S.

Alice Muriel Griffiths, M.B., B.S. Lond.
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House Surgeons :

Irene J. Ward, M.B., B.S.

Mary Burfield, L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S.

Casualty Ofjicer :

Sybil M. Pratt, L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S.

Assistant Casualty Officer :

Edith M. Rooke, L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S.

Obstetric Assistants :

David A. D. Kennedy, M.C., M.B., Ch.B. St. And.
Edith M. Hall, M.B., B.S. Lond.
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XIV

THE LONDON (ROYAL FREE HOSPITAL)
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE FOR WOMEN

Conditions of Admission

Every student must have passed a recognised Pre-

liminary Arts Examination before entering the

Medical School. This Examination may be either the

Matriculation of the University of London, or an

examination which gives exemption from it, or an

examination recognised by the General Medical

Council for purposes of registration.

Degrees and Diplomas

The majority of Students read for the M.B.B.S.

Degrees of the University of London, for the required
five and a half years of medical study.

Students can also pursue courses for the following

qualifications and diplomas :

M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P. Diplomas, Royal Colleges of

England.
L.R.C.P. & S. Diplomas conjoint Colleges of Scot-

land, 5 years.

Cost of Living and Hostel Facilities

The School is non-residential, and students make
their own arrangements for living. During 1919-1920

the Students' Chambers Friendly Society has been

started, which provides living accommodation for 52

students in five houses in proximity to the School.

(The cost of living in these students' chambers varies

from £2 5s. to £3 3s. the week.)
Fees for Degree and Diploma students in Medicine

covering full course—£240.
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XV

EESEARCH

Experiments on living animals—"The number of

Women licensed under the Act is about 70. But about
a third of the total number of licensees made no use

of their licences during 1920. Some of the women
who hold licences are doing research work on their own
lines, independently ; others are engaged in the official

work of testing and standardising sera and vaccines,
or on official work for Government Departments."
(Stephen Paget, F.R.C.S.—^private letter.)

The following are the names of Women with licences

in 1920, and the certified place of Research. (The

Report for 1921 will not be available till the end of

this summer.)

Allen, K. Wellcome Physiol. Res. Labs.

Attwood, H. „ ,, „

Barnes, Mrs. Lister Institute.

Barratt,Mrs. (M.B.).

Baxter, M. Wellcome Physiol. Res. Labs.

Bigland, Mrs. (M.D.). Med. Vet. Schs., Liverpool.

Bishop, Mrs. Westminster Hospital Med.
School.

Briscoe, Lady (M.B.). London School of Medicine for

Women.
Buchanan, C. B. (M.B.). Put. H. Lab., etc., Glasgow.

BuUey, Mrs. Biol. Lab., Cambridge.
Butler, Mrs. (M.D.). Put. H. Lab., etc., Glasgow.

Chambers, H. (M.D.). Lon. Sch. Med. W. & Midd.

Hosp. Res. Lab.
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Chick, H. (D.Sc).

Clark, H. G. (M.D.).

Clark, M.T.(M.B.).
Couper, R. M.

Crump, L. M. (B.Sc).

Cullis, W. C. (D.Sc).

Dalyele, E. J. (M.B.).

Davey, A. J. (M.Sc).

Davies, L. K. (M.B.).

Delf, E. M. (D.Sc).

Dufton, D.

Durham, F. M.

Gilchrist, J. C. (M.B.).

Glen, M. J. (M.B.).

Glynne, M. D. (B.Sc).

Greaves, A. M. L.

Gulbransen, R.

Hannay, M. B. (M.D.).

Harding, M. E. (M.D.).

Hartwele, G.

Hele, Mrs. (B.Sc).

Hewer, G. E. (M.Sc).

Higginton, M.

Homer, A. (D.Sc).

Hume, E. M. M.

King, D. M.

Lister Institute.

Coll. Med. Durham Univ.

Put. H. Lab., Glasgow.
J> >> 9)

Un. Aberdeen.

Lon. Sch. Med. W.
Lister Institute.

Lon. Sch. Med. W.

Bangor Asylum.
Lister Institute.

Biol. Lab., Cambridge.
Lister Institute.

Put. H. Lab., Glasgow.
>> j> jj

Lab. Rothampstead Shp. Sta-

tion.

Lon. Hosp. Med. Coll.

Path. Dept. Glasgow Un. &
Middlesex Hosp. Lon.

Clin. Res. Ass. Lab. Adelphi.
Cen. Roy. Air Force Hosp.

Hampstead (Reg. cancelled

1919).

King's Coll. for W. Physiol.
Lab.

Lab. Biol. & Med. Schs.,

Cambridge.
Lon. Sch. Med. W.
Lab. Biol. & Med. Schs.,

Cambridge.
Lister Institute, Cambridge

Labs.

Lister Institute, Cambridge
Labs.

Wellcome Physiol. Labs.
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Lacey, M. (B.Sc).

Lebour, M. V.

Lepper, E. H. (M.B.).

Leyton, Mrs. (M.D.).

Lloyd, D. J. (D.Sc).

Luke, M.

McCartney, Mrs. (M.B.)

Mcllroy, A. L. (M.D.).

MacLean, J. (M.D.).

Marchal, J. E.

Mellanby, Mrs.

Parnell, 0. M.

Porter, A. E. (M.D.).

Redman, J. (B.Sc.).

Renshaw, Mrs. (M.B.).

Robertson, M. (M.A.).

Robinson, M.

Ross, S. M. (M.D.).

Runge, B. F.

Scott, G. M.

Skelton, R. F. (B.Sc).

Soref, E.

Sowton, S. C. M.

Stephenson, M.

Stewart, Mrs. (M.B.).

Thursby-Pelham, D.E.

Tribe, Mrs. (B.Sc).

Wellcome Physiol. Labs.

Marine Biol. Ass., Plymouth.
Lon. Sch. Med. W. & Midd.

Hosp. Res. Lab.

Labs. Physiol. Path. & Phar-

macol, Oxford.

Lab. Biol., Cambridge.
Well. Phy. Labs.

Physiol. Dept. Edinburgh
Univ. Glasgow— Marine

Biol. St. Millport.

55 55 55

Put. H. Labs., Dumfries.

Lister Institute.

Cam. Biol. Labs. Brown Inst.

King's Coll.

Well. Phy. Labs.

R .A.M .C .Gen.Hosp .
,Leicester

Un. Sch. of Hygiene, Med. &
Vet. Schools, Liverpool.

Victoria Un., Manchester.

Lister Institute.

Well. Phy. Labs.

Lab. County Med. Officer,

Derby.
Lister Inst. & Well. Phy.Labs.
Midd. Hosp. Res. Labs.

Lister Inst. & Univs. Coll.

Well. Phy. Labs.

Labs. Phy. etc., Oxford.

Labs. Biol, etc., Cambridge.
Med. Sch. Leeds Un.

Labs. Biol, etc., Cambridge.
Labs. Biol, etc., Cambridge,
and Lon. Sch. Med. W.
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Tweedy, N. (B.Sc). Phy. Labs. Bedford College.

Walker, M. L. (M.D.). Phy. Dept. Edin. Univ.

There are 67 licensed Women on the Home Office

Report for 1902.

Of these four are Beit Fellows, and their names have

appeared on B.M.F. List, fifteen further on the Im-

perial Research Council's Report.

Forty-seven give returns of Experiments.
Six of these for serum and drugs.
Six—Public Health.

Three—Middlesex Hospital Cancer Research.

The remainder are not specified.
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and he describes their clinical conditions with a degree of accuracy rarely to

be met with. His book is an exceptionally good oae, aod deserves to bo

oaiefuUy studied by every physk^an.**
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SOMERSET NEIGHBOURS
By ALFRED PERCIVALL

Popular Edition. Cronvn 8vo. S8.iwt,

Dally Mall.—" You will envy Mr. Percivall his Somerset Neighbours. They
are charming people full of queer twists and kinks of character with a gift
for rare expression."

Daily News.—" A picture of real Somerset and true Somerset people."
Somerset Journal.— "Delightful pictures of Somerset rural hfe and

character."

THE STREET THAT RAN AWAY^
By ELIZABETH CROLY

WUh Fonr lUostrations In Colour by R. J. WZLUAMS
Grown 8iro. Ss. net.

Children's Newspaper.—"
Its bright rippling pages fin us with the pure

delight of childhood. As jolly a fairy tale as children ever had to read."

Spectator.
—" As comical and as full of the unexpected as the title suggests,"

Times.—" The street in question was stolen complete by the fairies from
an old town which was being destroyed by the German Invasion. And for
their own purposes and the benefit of the children whom they put to live in
it they keep on moving it about the world."

Sunday Express (S. P. B. Mais).
—" A remarkaWe achievejpent Is Miss

Croly gomg to rival Lewis Carroll ? She makes a big bid here.*'

ABRAHAM LINCOLN : Democrat
By FRANK ILSLEY PARADISE

Formerly Dean of CSirist Church Cathedral, Now Orleans

With a Frontispiefx. Crown Svo. 5s. aet.

Westminster Gazette.—" A very good picture of the great statesman."

Daily Mail.—" There was room for another good short book about the

greatest American President, and Dean Paradise has admirably filled the
vacant place."

Scotsman.—" Should find many readers on both sides of the Atlantic."

The Great Reign
Anonymous. Grown 8vo. S8» net.

Western IWail.—" ' The Great Reign
*
is of course the long reign of Queen

Victoria, and this entertaining book is a delightfully chatty work written in

the most pronounced spirit of Victorian orthodoxy. By the end of the book
we feel that we have been in the company of a man who has been in the heart
of things and that we are aU the better for it."

I



From MILLS & BOON'S LIST

Painted Windows
A STUDY IN RELIGIOUS PERSONALITY

By
A GENTLEMAN WITH A DUSTER

Second Edition. Grown 8vo. 5s. net.

Daily Graphic.—" A new book which will rank, for satiric wit, for tren-

chant and not unfair criticism, and for vivid portraiture, with his
'

Mirrors
of Downing Street.'

"

Morning Post.—" Whoever the
' Gentleman with a Duster ' may be . . .

he must be a person of singular modesty. . . . His '

Mirrors of Downing
Street

'

offered him a reputation which many writers might covet ;
but he

put by the
'

glistering foil.' Now he has written a still better book about
our religious leaders, and again he forgoes the credit which is his due."

Dally Sketch.—"
Better than either

' The Mirrors of Downing Street
' or

' The Glass of Fashion.'
"

The Mirrors of Downing Street
By A GENTLEMAN WITH A DUSTER.

Seventeenth Edition. Crown 8vo. 5s. net.

IVIanchestcr Guardian.—"
This nameless author who knows so much and

writes so well. The essays contain the most important contribution to the

knowledge and understanding of our age."

Spectator.
—" Not only brilliantly worded, but fuU of intuition."

Daily Telegraph.
—"

Pungent and effective . . . remarkably revealing
... a book with a soul and a vivid purpose."

The Glass of Fashion
Some Social Reflections

By A GENTLEMAN WITH A DUSTER.
Fourth Edition. Grown 8vo. Ss. net.

Spectator.
— ... he is destined to light a match which in the future may

be used to light a candle that will illuminate our little corner of the world.

To hope more would be to hope too much. And yet how great, how tremendous
a destiny we are half-prophesying for our author."

Public Opinion.—" Few men have the vision, and the knowledge, and the

power to write books Uke this. The publishers' lists show that, and the

newspapers confirm it, and the pulpit proves it."

Daily Telegraph.—" And the wider its circulation the better for the race.

Foi ne has said what needed saying, and has said it honestly and well."
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Middle Age Health and Fitness

By EDWIN L. ASH, M.D., B.S., M.R.G.S.

Second Edition. Grown '8vo. 59. net.

Dally Telegraph.—"
Refreshingly practical and comfortable in tone ; it is

just the book to put into the hands of a middle-aged person of either sex who
shows signs of valetudinarian apprehensions. Witli such a reasonable con-
sultant at his elbow, there is no need for the man of fifty to adopt any new-
fangled system of auto-suggestion."

Evening Standard.—" Well written, in excellent style, and is based on
common sense right through, a common sense and wisdom garnered by long
practical experience,"

Dally Graphic.—" A very real contribution to the study of health, and very
many people may live longer and more happily by following his advice."

Nerves and the Nervous
By EDWIN L. ASH, MJO., B.S., M.R.G.S.

Grawn 8vo. Ss. net.

Medical TImat.—"
Dr. Ash has made a lifelong study of nerve cases, and he

has acquired the art of expressing his views in simple and readable style which
will strongly appeal to the lay reader."

Popular Science.—" The Author has banished long medical terms, and writes

his book with the intention, which he undoubtedly accomplishes, of helping
those people aflBicted with nerves who most need help."

Mental Self-Help
By EDWIN L. ASH, M.D., B.S., MJl.G.S.

Third Edition, Revised. Crown 8vo. Ss. net.

Evening Standard.—" Dr. Ash is a specialist on the problem of nervous
breakdown. Incidentally, he is a

literary
man who possesses the rare gift

of being able to express profound knowledge in ft simple manner. The book
is packed with directions for those who lack concentration of mind."

Sheffield Dally Telegraph.—" There is no nonsense about Dr. Ash's 'Mental

Self-Help.' It is a stimulating, sensible book by a doctor who has thoroughly
studied his subject."

L



From MILLS & BOON'S LIST

The Lure of Old London
By SOPHIE COLE

With 9 niostratlons from Photographs. Second Edition. Grown 8vo. 48. net.

A series of sketches of bits of Old London. They are chosen haphazard,
and characterised by the personal touch which should appeal to those who
have an adventurous love of exploring the alleys and courts of the great city,
its dim old churches and historic houses.

Sheffield Telegraph.—" We get the true spirit of London in Miss Cole's

pages ;
she takes us below the surface, right into its quaint, grim, mysterious

romantic old heart."

Dundee Courier.—" Who would not enjoy being led by Miss Sophie Cole

through the beauty spots of Old London ?
"

Scotsman.—" The Author mounts her
'

hobby horse
' with an enjojmient

which the reader shares."

Switzerland in Summer
(The Bernese Oberland)

By WILL and CARINE CADBY
With 27 Illustrations from Photo^apbs and a Map.

F'cap 8vo. 5s. net.

This book will appeal to the many vieitors to Switzerland in summer who,
without being climbers, are quite capable of long and varied expeditions on
foot in the mountains. It sets out to indicate briefly the places and the
characteristics rather than the exact description of every trip, thereby giving
the reader some idea of the natural features and surroundings of the various
resorts of the Bernese Oberland that are likely to attract tourists. Contents :

Interlaken, the Gate to the Mountains, Lauterbrunnen, the Village of Water-
falls, Miirren, the Village of Views. W^ngen, for Woods and Walks. The
Kleine Scheidegg and the Jungfrau Railway. Grindelwald, the Glacier

Village. The Lakes of Thun and Brienz. From Spiez to Adelboden, includ-

ing the Nieson and Griesalp. The Zimmenthal and Kandersteg. Alpine
Flowers. Hotel Life.

Switzerland in Winter
By WILL and CARINE CADBY

With 24 Illustrations from Photographs. F'cap Svo, 48. net.

This is a new and thoroughly revised edition. The volume contains con-
siderable new matter, and gives the fullest and most up-to-date information
to be obtained. Contents : The Journey. The Bemer Oberland. The
Engadine and Grisons District. Central Switzerland. The Rhone Valley.
The Jura, After the Season. Sports in General. Ski-ing. Health and
Climate. Indoor Life. Concerning Women. The Swiss and the New
Industry.
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First Steps to Batting
By DONALD J. KNIGHT

(EnsUnd, Surrey, and Oxford)

WUh 73 niostratlons from Photographs by E. H. D. Sewell, and 6 diagrams.

Grown 8vo. 5s. net.

Ysrkshlrt Post.—" D. J. Knight has compiled a well written and detailed

analysis of the many strokes in the repertoire of the all round batsman. . . .

Mr, Knight is everywhere sound. . . . His little volume is to be cordially
recommended."

First Steps to Lawn Tennis
By A. E. BEAMISH

With 24 Illustrations from Photographs by £. H. D. Sewell.

Crown 8vo. 4s. net.

Evening News.—"
By stylish steps, as becomes so graceful a pilot, we are

led through all the strokes and tactics of the game."

Morning Post.—" The writer has never seen a more practical, simply
expressed, and usefully illustrated book for beginners than this one by Mr.
Beamish, himself one of our best all-round players."

First Steps to Golf
By G. S. BROWN

with Special CSiapters on the value of Practising and SpocMi Play by H.Ii. HILTON
With 93 Photographs by G, P. Abraham, FJR.P.S., and 9 Diagrams.

Grown 8vo. 4s. net.

Dally Chronicle.—" The Second Edition of a valuable little handbook in
which beginners will find much helpful advice."

First Steps to Rugby Football
By •« ALLEYNIENSIS "

With many Diagrams and Illustrations from Photographs.

Grown 8to. 4s. net.

The author's
"
Rugby Football in Theory and Practice," known to a wide

circle of those interested In the teaching of Rugby football, ran through two
editions in 1920-21, and is now out of print. Readers of the previous book
will find a wealth of new suggestions and ideas in

"
First Steps." Enthusiasts,

whether players or ^ectators, will find in this volume a fascinating study of the

principles and practice of the game. Though primarily written from the

pohit of view of school football, it embodies a detailed explanation of the
finer points in the game.



From MILLS & BOON'S LIST

LETTERS TO MY GRANDSON ON
THE WORLD ABOUT HIM

By THE HON. STEPHEN COLERIDGE
Second Edition. With a Frontispiece. Grown 8vo. 48. net.

Dally Mall.—"
Extraordinarily ingenious, accurate, and comprehensible.

There is a great deal in this book which might be read with advantage by
many people much older than Antony."

Morning Post.—"
It is so full of good thoughts and takes such a simple and

happy view of life and nature."

Western Mall.—" Should be placed in every boy's hands."

LETTERS TO MY GRANDSON ON THE GLORY

OF ENuLijH 1 KUoh Stephen.^goleridge
With a Portrait of the Author by Bernard Partridge. Grown 8vo. 4s. net.

Morning Post.—"
. . . Many beside his lucky grandson will keep his Letters

as a constant familiar companion, a source of unfailing refreshment and enjoy-
ment, a fragrant and tmwithering garland plucked from the most wonderful

garden in the world."

Daily News.—" We think it admirable. It is just the book, in just the

form, to kindle in the heart of the growing boy a love for the great thing,
greatly said."

Letters to My Grandson on the

Happy Life
By THE HON.

STEPHEN COLERIDGE
Crown 8vo. 48. net.

AUTHOR'S NOTE—
A series of letters which are intended to show my grandson that it will be

weU for him to build his happiness on something more enduring than the

ignoble aims and ambitions that are so often accepted in these days as worthy,
and on principles of conduct which maturity may take leave to recommend
to youth as the safest guides to a life of contentment.

Shackleton
A Memory

By HAROLD BEGBIE. Crown 8vo. 28. 6d. net.

Morning Post. —" Some day, we presume, there will be an official biography
of Shackleton, but pendmg that time and even when it comes this loving

sympathetic study of the great explorer will stand as a sketch portrait not
to be surpassed."

Times.—" A sincere and moving appreciation of the great explorer, many
of whose intimate thoughts he was privileged to share. He tells us a great
deal that wfll be new to those who only heard Shackleton lecture."

u^
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